SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY

Ninety-Seventh Annual
COMMENCEMENT CONVOCATION
Second Century Celebration

Saturday Morning
The Twelfth of May
Two Thousand and Twelve
at Half Past Nine

MOODY COLISEUM
We celebrate the graduation
of thousands of SMU students
as we mark the centennial years
of SMU’s founding
from 1911-1915.

On this unique occasion,
we salute our graduates
who stand ready to take
the next steps into the future.

And we honor the students,
faculty, parents and friends
who shaped SMU’s first 100 years
and laid the foundation for an
extraordinary second century.
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ORDER OF EXERCISE

PRELUDIAL CONCERT

THE GREAT FANFARE

Fest Fanfare

PROCESSIONAL*

Second Suite in F-March
Cyrus the Great March
Olympic Fanfare
The Gallant Seventh
Shepherd’s Hey
Festmarch from Tannhauser
Florentiner March

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL

Paul W. Ludden, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, Presiding
Candidates for Graduation
The Union
Fiftieth Reunion Class
Representatives of the Faculties
The Platform Party

INVOCATION

NATIONAL ANTHEM

John Stafford Smith and Frances Scott Key
The Imperial Brass Led by Hannah Rigg, Precentor
Candidate for degree of Master of Music in Voice Performance

PRESENTATION BY SENIOR CLASS

Stephanie Brown
Union President, Class of 2012

*The groups making up today’s procession will be introduced by John Gibson, Creative Director of University Events and Special Projects. The audience remains seated during the processional.
SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS
Baccalaureate Preacher
Fiftieth Reunion Class
Faculty and Emeritus Faculty
Board of Trustees
Retiring Faculty:*  
Andrew H. Chen, retiring as Professor Emeritus of Finance  
John C. Holbert, retiring as Professor Emeritus of Homiletics  
G. Reid Lyon, retiring as Professor Emeritus of Education Policy and Leadership  
Michael F. van Breda, retiring as Professor Emeritus of Accounting

PRESIDENT’S STATEMENT
R. Gerald Turner  
President of the University

INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKER
President Turner

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Condoleezza Rice  
Former U.S. Secretary of State

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
Doctor of Humane Letters: Nancy Cartwright  
Presented by Eric C. Barnes, Professor of Philosophy

Doctor of Laws: Condoleezza Rice  
Presented by Lori S. White, Vice President for Student Affairs

SPECIAL PERFORMANCE
American Anthem  
Gene Scheer  
Julie Marx, vocals
Candidate for degree of Master of Music in Voice Performance  
Tara Emerson, piano

*Full citations for retiring faculty may be found at smu.edu/ceremonies.
CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE
Refrain from applause until all candidates have been presented.

Candidates for Doctoral Degrees
Hooded by William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development

Candidates for Professional Degrees
Presented by William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
John B. Attanasio, Dean of Dedman School of Law

Candidates for Master’s Degrees
Presented by William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development
Peter E. Raad, Executive Director of The Guildhall at SMU

Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees
Presented by William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development

THE FAREWELL
Caren H. Prothro
Chair of the Board of Trustees

UNIVERSITY HYMN
Varsity
Imperial Brass

BENEDICTION
William B. Lawrence
Dean of Perkins School of Theology

FANFARE

RECESSIONAL*
The Olympic Spirit
Summon the Heroes
Imperial Brass
John Williams
John Williams

*The audience remains seated during the recessional.
THE PLATFORM PARTY

John B. Attanasio, Dean of Dedman School of Law
Eric C. Barnes, Professor of Philosophy
Thomas E. Barry, Vice President for Executive Affairs
José A. Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Denton Bricker, President of the SMU Staff Association
Bradley W. Brookshire, Member of the Board of Trustees
Stephanie Brown, Union President, Class of 2012
Nancy Cartwright, Honorary Degree Recipient
Bob Cecil, SMU Class of 1962 and Chair of the Fiftieth Reunion
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development
Andrew H. Chen, Professor Emeritus of Finance
Brad E. Cheves, Vice President for Development and External Affairs
Michael A. Condon, University Treasurer
Linda Pitts Custard, Member of the Board of Trustees
Alan D. Feld, Member of the Board of Trustees
John A. Hall, University Registrar and Executive Director of Enrollment Services
John C. Holbert, Professor Emeritus of Homiletics
José L. Lage, President of the Faculty Senate and Professor of Mechanical Engineering
William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
Paul B. Loyd, Jr., Member of the Board of Trustees
Paul W. Ludden, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Bobby B. Lyle, Member of the Board of Trustees
G. Reid Lyon, Professor Emeritus of Education Policy and Leadership
Adriana Martinez, Student Trustee of the University
Gillian M. McCombs, Dean and Director of Central University Libraries
David B. Miller, Member of the Board of Trustees
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Geoffrey C. Orsak, Dean of Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering
Jeanne L. Phillips, Member of the Board of Trustees
Austin Prentice, President of the Students’ Association
Caren H. Prothro, Chair of the Board of Trustees
James E. Quick, Associate Vice President for Research and Dean of Graduate Studies
Peter E. Raad, Linda Wertheimer Hart Professor and Executive Director, The Guildhall at SMU
Stephen W. Rankin, Chaplain and Minister to the University
Christine Regis, Vice President for Business and Finance
Condoleezza Rice, Former U.S. Secretary of State and Honorary Degree Recipient
Hannah Rigg, Precentor and Candidate for degree of Master of Music in Voice Performance
William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
R. Gerald Turner, President of the University
Michael F. van Breda, Professor Emeritus of Accounting
William H. Vanderstraaten, Member of the Board of Trustees and Alumni Relations Chair
Paul Ward, Vice President for Legal Affairs and Government Relations, General Counsel and Secretary
P. Gregory Warden, Platform Marshal
Lisa Webb, Associate Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Student Life
Lori S. White, Vice President for Student Affairs
Richard J. Wood, Member of the Board of Trustees
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES*

NANCY CARTWRIGHT, Doctor of Humane Letters
Nancy Cartwright is considered one of the most important and influential contemporary philosophers of science. She earned her Bachelor’s degree in mathematics from the University of Pittsburgh and a Ph.D. in philosophy from the University of Illinois. After serving on the Stanford University faculty, she was appointed to her present position of professor in the Department of Philosophy, Logic and Scientific Method at the London School of Economics. Dr. Cartwright has produced path-breaking work on issues such as the nature of physical laws, causation and scientific reasoning. She is a pioneer of today’s practice-based philosophy of science and helped develop the philosophy of social policy, economics, sociology, medicine, epidemiology and political science. Dr. Cartwright is the author of seven books. She has served as president of the American Philosophical Association (Pacific Division), president of the Philosophy of Science Association and a Fellow of the British Academy. She has been elected to the American Philosophical Society, American Academy of Arts and Sciences and German Academy of Science. For her groundbreaking contributions to the understanding of philosophy and science, Southern Methodist University is honored to confer upon Nancy Cartwright the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

CONDOLEEZZA RICE, Doctor of Laws
Condoleezza Rice has led distinguished careers in both public service and higher education. She first entered public service on the National Security Council staff under President George H.W. Bush. She returned to public service in the administration of President George W. Bush, serving from 2001 to 2005 as the president’s national security adviser and from 2005 to 2009 as the nation’s 66th Secretary of State. She was the second woman and the first African American woman to hold the post. Dr. Rice earned her Bachelor’s degree from the University of Denver, a Master’s from the University of Notre Dame and a Ph.D. from the Graduate School of International Studies at the University of Denver. After joining the Stanford University faculty in 1981, she rose through the ranks to serve as Stanford provost from 1993 to 1999, the first woman and first African American to hold that position. Dr. Rice currently holds three positions at Stanford: professor of political economy in the Graduate School of Business, Thomas and Barbara Stephenson Senior Fellow on Public Policy at the Hoover Institution and professor of political science. She also serves as chair of the Board of Advisers of the Bush Institute, part of the George W. Bush Presidential Center on the SMU campus. She has authored and co-authored several books. For her distinguished accomplishments in public service and higher education, Southern Methodist University is honored to confer upon Condoleezza Rice the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa.

BACCALAUREATE PREACHER

DR. RICHARD J. WOOD, is dean emeritus of the Yale University Divinity School and former president of Earlham College. He is an ordained minister in The United Methodist Church and a Quaker minister. He earned the M.Div. degree at Union Theological Seminary and a Ph.D. in philosophy at Yale University. A specialist in Japanese philosophical and religious thought, especially ethics, Dr. Wood twice served as a visiting professor at Waseda University in Tokyo. For many years, he was responsible for administration of the Japan Study Program of the Great Lakes Colleges Association and Associated Colleges of the Midwest. He taught philosophy at Earlham College for 14 years and served as president of Earlham from 1985 to 1996. Dr. Wood was dean of the Yale Divinity School from 1996 until 2001, when he became president of the United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia. He was president of the Japan Society in New York from 2006 to 2009. He also served for 10 years as lead instructor for the Association of Governing Boards’ Institute for Trustee Leadership. Dr. Wood was elected to SMU’s Board of Trustees in 2000 and retires from the SMU Board this year after his 12 years of service.

*Citations of honorary degrees awarded by SMU may also be found at smu.edu/ceremonies.
2011-2012 BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Ruth Collins Sharp Altshuler
W. Earl Bledsoe
Michael M. Boone
Bradley W. Brookshire
Laura Welch Bush
Kirbyjon H. Caldwell
Donald J. Carty
Kelly H. Compton
Mark W. Craig
Gary T. Crum
Linda Pitts Custard
Robert H. Dedman, Jr.
James E. Dorff
Frank M. Dunlevy
Juan L. Elek

Alan D. Feld
Gerald J. Ford
Antonio O. Garza, Jr.
James R. Gibbs
Frederick B. Hegi, Jr.
Clark K. Hunt
Ray L. Hunt
Gene C. Jones
Scott J. Jones
José L. Lage
Fredrick Leach
Paul B. Loyd, Jr.
Bobby B. Lyle
Adriana Martinez
David B. Miller

Sheron Patterson
Sarah Perot
Jeanne L. Phillips
Caren H. Prothro
Carl Sewell
Helmut R. Sohmen
Richard K. Templeton
John C. Tolleson
R. Gerald Turner*
William H. Vanderstraaten*
Ed Wilson
Richard J. Wood

*Ex officio

GUILD OF MARSHALS

Thomas B. Fonby
Chief Marshal

Bradley Kent Carter
Chief Marshal Emeritus

Monnie McGee
Assisting Procession Marshal

Nathan Balke,
Jodi Cooley and Daniel Millimet
Faculty Marshals

P. Gregory Warden
Platform Marshal

Richard Jones
Retiring Faculty Marshal

Joseph F. Kobylka
Marshal Lector and Senior Union
Marshal

Wayne A. Woodward
Procession Marshal

Dennis M. Simon,
Barbara Kincaid
50th Class Reunion Marshals

Robert Van Kemper
Doctoral Marshal

SCHOOL MARSHALS

Lackland H. Bloom, Jr.
Rajat Deb
Darryl Dickson-Carr
Joel Farrell
Roy L. Heller

Olga Lopez-Valero
Renee McDonald
Eli Olinick
Tony Pederson
David Sedman

John Sumanth
Michel R. Vetsuypons
Morgan K. Ward
Paul Yovanoff
Andrew Junfang Yu

MAY COMMENCEMENT CONVOCATION 2012
IMPERIAL BRASS

World-renowned Imperial Brass is Texas’ premier large brass ensemble. This Dallas-based group consists of five core members and 13 auxiliary members, which combine to create their large brass ensemble. They perform in various combinations throughout the DFW area during their busy concert season. The repertoire of the Imperial Brass is quite extensive and varies in style.

Members of Imperial Brass have played with the Dallas Symphony, Fort Worth Symphony, Dallas Opera, Richardson Symphony, Dallas Wind Symphony, Arlington Ballet, Plano Symphony, East Texas Symphony and Enviso. In addition, members have a vast amount of recording experience and have performed with many popular artists.

Imperial Brass was featured recently on PBS’ series, “Barney and Friends” in an episode entitled “Come Blow Your Horn.” It introduced the children to the beautiful sounds of brass music and taught them that dedication to any skill will produce wonderful results. Imperial Brass also performed at the opening ceremonies of The Shops at Willow Bend in Plano, Texas, and has been featured at other venues, such as the Eisemann Center and the Galleria.

As active educators in the Dallas area, Imperial Brass is dedicated to encouraging and inspiring future generations of musicians. In addition to teaching in its private music studios, Imperial Brass performs regularly at area schools with two different shows entitled “Brass Around the World” and “Brass of Ages.” Imperial Brass also has two recordings: a holiday CD entitled “Christmastime is Here,” and its recently released compilation of audience favorites, “Classical, Jazz & Beyond.”

For more information, please visit www.imperialbrass.com.

IN MEMORIAM

GRETCHEr CAROLE VOIGHT


Gretchen Voight served as director of academic ceremonies from May 2006 to March 2012. Her dedication, energy, creativeness and attention to detail gave SMU’s five annual academic ceremonies an elegant blend of pomp and celebration. Gretchen is deeply missed by the SMU community.

For more information on Gretchen Voight please see smu.edu/registrar/ceremonies/history/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alise Nicole Abel</td>
<td>Celia Ann Finfrock</td>
<td>Christin Marie Laverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton Paul Adcox</td>
<td>Susan Elizabeth Fisher</td>
<td>Courtney Rae Leggett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Lance Adkins</td>
<td>Lina del Pilar Forero-Nino</td>
<td>Stanton Aaron Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Elaine Anderson</td>
<td>Margaret Ann Friess</td>
<td>Jon Lars Lilieaugen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Joseph Annis</td>
<td>Robert William Funk III</td>
<td>Lauren Elizabeth Linden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra McGrede Ashcroft</td>
<td>Anthony Andres Garcia</td>
<td>Mackenzie Boyd Linyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Ann Ball</td>
<td>Andrew Scott Gillman</td>
<td>Sarah Jane Lopano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranda Cathron Barton</td>
<td>Rozanna Vancil Goocy</td>
<td>Samuel Jentry Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Beal</td>
<td>Alexandra Jean Gossett</td>
<td>Mireya Guerra Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin Chantelle Bedford</td>
<td>Whitney Baron Gower</td>
<td>Ashley Louise Mason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Marie Bennett</td>
<td>Esther Louise Grabow</td>
<td>Brian E. Mason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Franklin Blanchard</td>
<td>Trinitie Gale Green</td>
<td>Curtis William Mathys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary James Block</td>
<td>Micah Adam Grodin</td>
<td>Robert Stephen McAngus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Marie Bonfield</td>
<td>Laura Elizabeth Grossman</td>
<td>Madison Anne McBee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Michelle Brame</td>
<td>Spencer R. Guy</td>
<td>Kenneth McClure, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Tyler Brewster</td>
<td>Samuel Drewes Hamann</td>
<td>Jason Robert McConnell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Ann Bub</td>
<td>Kristen Lynn Hanna</td>
<td>Wesley Campbell McDowell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Ann Burrows</td>
<td>Cristin Lee Hedman</td>
<td>Jordan Andrew McKnight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis Clifton Busbey</td>
<td>Brian James Huhn</td>
<td>Brennan Holden Meier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Callaway Carpenter</td>
<td>Michael Kevin Henry</td>
<td>Andrew Collin Mercer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Crawford Cespedes</td>
<td>Jacob Reese Higgins</td>
<td>Debra Branch Mills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Matthew Chisum</td>
<td>Mahlon Smullin Hight</td>
<td>Bradley Aaron Monk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Lyn Cole</td>
<td>Flannery Allison Hoard</td>
<td>Timothy Edward Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Seth Conner</td>
<td>Brent Douglas Hockaday</td>
<td>Michael Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Marguerite Cooley</td>
<td>Brandon Lee Hurwitz</td>
<td>Lauren Corr Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Elizabeth Coopwood</td>
<td>Saleh Jabr</td>
<td>Ivan Trifonov Nalbantov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Leslie Cox</td>
<td>Claire Emily James</td>
<td>Charlotte Diann Nall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briget Marianne da Graca</td>
<td>Marisa Lynne Jeffrey</td>
<td>Rebecca Fitzgibbons Nichols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy Dang</td>
<td>Cade Aaron Jobe</td>
<td>Benjamin Kent Nicholson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Robert Davis</td>
<td>Joy Bracken Johnston</td>
<td>Carrie Xuan Nie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen McClain Deal</td>
<td>Drew Austin Jones</td>
<td>Victoria Nsikak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juanita Deloach</td>
<td>Evan Marshall Jones</td>
<td>Sarah Anne Ochsankel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Allou d’Hemecourt</td>
<td>Punam Ashok Kaji</td>
<td>Harrison Buckland Oldham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Dedman Dietz</td>
<td>Melissa Dawn Kalka</td>
<td>Laura Danielle Olson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandi Michelle Doyle</td>
<td>Elisabeth Rain Kincaid</td>
<td>John Gregory Olmanns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Nichole DuBose</td>
<td>Matthew W. Kingore</td>
<td>Stephen Patrick O’Neal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Brown Entsminger</td>
<td>John David Koetter</td>
<td>Andrew Joseph Ostapko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Frances Esposito</td>
<td>Merissa Lowenstein Kogutt</td>
<td>Banafshe Shekarabi Pachuca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Diane Evans</td>
<td>Joshua Abraham Kouri</td>
<td>Melissa Jo Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Lynn Faltisko</td>
<td>Ragip Kurceren</td>
<td>Yuliya Pashina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Michael Farrer</td>
<td>Irene Dhing Dhing Lai</td>
<td>Robert James Pathroff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Donald Ferrel</td>
<td>Katie Marie Landrum</td>
<td>Joshua Clay Pearson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carly Ann Feuerbacher</td>
<td>David Michael Latham</td>
<td>Janet Ann Pearson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

WITH HONORS

The students listed below have anticipated honors based upon estimated academic information. These honors include Honors in Business, Honors in Liberal Arts, Departmental Distinction and Latin Honors.

A souvenir version of the confirmed honors will be posted online at smu.edu/registrar in June.

Kelsey Meredith Adams
Olivia Olga Adolphson
Sanjiv Singh Ahluwalia
Noelle Marissa Alberto
Mohammad Musaed Rashed A. Alharoun
Benjamin Andrew Allen
Stacy Danielle Alvizo
Clayton Robert Anderson
Charlotte Kirsten Anndersson
Kelly Eileen Anthony
Kaenat Sarah Anwar
Gerardo Armendariz
Hannah Minet Ashenfelter
Emmanuel A. Ayala
Glenn Thomas Ayars
Emily Lippincott Bates
Carolyn Bekins Bender
Bridget Rae Bennett
Allison Rebecca Berk
Benjamin Emmet Blacklock
Natalie Elizabeth Blankenship
Natalie Anne Boerder
Geoffrey Chance Bogard
Jordan Page Bonner
Elizabeth Ashley Bonnin
Jesse Bookman
Shawna Nichole Borman
Corey Ann Bray
Alexandra Catherine Brem
Phillip Louis Brito
Rachel Mary Brown
Thomas Hunter Brown
Ralph Nicholas Burns
Trigg Watson Burrage
Chelsea Camille Cain
Carmine John Camerato II
Jason Austin Carlson
Alexandra Caitlyn Carr
Jasmine Breanna Carr
Kenneth F. Cedeno
Caitlein Anne Chambers
Khalil Hassan Chamseddin
Rosalee Chan
Sharon Wing-Sec Chan
Chelsea Nicole Charron
Elizabeth Deborah Chesnut
Molly Ann Cikacz
Emily Ackerman Ciuba
Lauren Sophia Cline
Michelle Lien Clinton
Caroline DeJarnette Penn Cochrane
Chad Patrick Cohen
Julie Elizabeth Collins
Ariel Jewel Comau
Patricia Elise Coogan
Hayley Anne Cook
Richard Alexander Lars Cornelius
Bianca Ariel Cortez
Joshua Lynn Cote
Hayden Andrew Craig
Jennifer Bernice Crawford
Brian Thomas Crouch
Caitlin Mary Crowley
Stephanie Paige Curry
Nhu Quynh Dang
Siva Venkata Dantu
Morgan Davidson
Summer Lynn Davidson
Alexandra Madeleine Davis
Grace Victoria Davis
Dennis Dean Davis II
Katherine Michele Deland
Maret Ellen Delf
Darian Noel Dolenc
Crystal Danielle Dudding
Kevin Charles Eaton
Alexander Keith Ehmke
Curtis Frank Elijah
Elizabeth Ashton Eliot
Kate Elizabeth Elpers
Catherine Michelle Essig
Andrew Christopher Evanich
Melanie Elizabeth Evans
Christopher David Fagin
Caroline Rice Farish
Bilal Hussien Fawaz
Alexandra Chrischelle Feldman
Daniel Patrick Fernandez
Casey John Flanagan
Pamela Alina Flanagan
Ayana Makini Fletcher-Tyson
Tobias Wilhelm Flood
Kenna Jordan Foltz
Stephanie Lynn Fox
Paul Anthony Francis, Jr.
Leanne Lyn Free
Joseph R. Gaasbeck
James B. Gambulos
Haley Olivia Hope Gatewood
Aleskandra Urszula Gawor
Matthew C. Gayer
Mark B. Gelbart
Ethan Georges Gill
Leticia Sofia Gomez
Laura Caroline Grahn
Alexander Richard Gras
Lauren Elizabeth Gray
Lana Katherine Greene
Valerie Michelle Grossman
Alexander Rakesh Gupta
John Cooper Haake
Chelsea Nicole Handley
Brittany Kay Harper
Lauren Elizabeth Harper
Charles Matthew Harrell
Jessica Michelle Hawks
Eve Madeline Hay
Howard Sol He
Amy Marie Heldenbrand
Katie Rebecca Heller
Matthew Riley Hendrick
Jennifer Lynn Herrin
Cori Marie Hill
Austin Bradley Hodges
Arthur Franklin Hoge
Kaelin Alexa Hollingsworth
Joseph Scott Holt
Laura Kay Hoyle
Saira Husain
Sarah-Husna Z. Hussein
Brooks David Igo
Hanna Ingersoll Lewin
Stephanie Elizabeth Jaeger
Henry Kleberg Johnson
Megan Philbrick Jones
Travis Burns Jones
Vladimir Jovanovic
Matthew William Judd
Mary Kamel
Chelsea Ann Kane
Lydia Grace Kapp
Anastasiya Kartseva
Meredith Louise Kates
Emily Ann Kaufman
Christina Marie Kearney
Skylar Nicole Kelsven
Rachel Johanna Kelting
John Dana Kenning
Michael David Key
Anna Theodora Kappes
Scott Michael Kirchhoff
Marlee Janice Klein
Benjamin Henry Klingler
Kayla Kristine Klingseisen
August Reed Knape
Elisabeth Ashley Knutzen
Jessica Lynn Koch
Amanda Marion Koons
Jordan Marie Kragen
Sarah Kaitlin Morgan Kramer
Anaesha Kudtarkar
Katrina Marie Kutsch
Ekaterina Kuznetsova
April Elizabeth Lake
Emily Anne Langille
Kari Fay Langsenkamp
Kyle Ross Larrabee
Dana Anne Lea
Fredrick Adams Leach
Han Jun Lee
Jordan Olivia Lee
Bryce Andrew Lewis
Valerie Jennifer Lindenmuth
Daniel Alejandro Lopez
Colin Alexander Luba
Christopher J. Mailool
Lauren M. Malone
Ruth Ellen Blair Marsteller
Vanessa Eleanor Mavec
John Lind McAfee
Elizabeth Scott McKelvey
Roger Stephen Meek III
Oscar Alexander Meija
Layne Marie Meyers
Elizabeth Ann Miller
Robert Austin Mills
Kristin Nicole Mitchell
Grace Cathryn Mix
Jennifer Cristina Morderow
Jason Patrick Moody
Melinda Ferris Moulton
Natalie Nadia Mufarrige
Patricia Naaman
Victoria Rachel Nassif
Nicole Danielle Navinsky
Lucy Lloyd Needham
Katherine Harrison Newsome
Jessica Anne Noel
Stewart Westcott Norwood
Nicolette Michele Null
Ashley Deanne Odeh
Connor Mackenzie O’Dell
Amanda Nicole Oldham
Blake Tyler Orth
Cristina Maria Oteiza Diaz
Cullen John Pabody
Daniel John Pappas, Jr.
Rosemary Claire Parravano
Katherine Rose Peacock
Kelsey Alexandra Pearson
Thomas Robbins Peck III
James Andrew Petersen
Michael Joseph Peterson
Gabriel Ralph Pinchev
Caroline N. Pinkston
Nina Priya Prasad
Patrick John Probst
Seth Maxwell Ramey
Mary Katherine Rathmell
Jennifer Rose Reed
Chandler Griffith Richards
Giovanni Rios
Jo Ann Robyn
Lauren Gabrielle Rodgers
Aaron James Rose
Katherine Noelle Rossi
Vincent Jack Rossi
Ryan Michael Rostenkowski
Drew T. Rothschild
Garrett MacKenzie Ruoff
Salman Salim Rupani
Anna Christina Russell
Alexandra Teresa Ruzo
Matt Eric Saari
Robert Eugene Sajovich
Idea Saki
Zohra Nadia Samji
Travis Lockhart Sandy
Elizabeth Sanfilippo
Jessica Lee-Agnes Schauwecker
Mari Jeanne Schoder
Catherine Alexandra Schraegle
Laura Caitlin Schur
Jakob Gaettens Schwarz
Allyssa Bea Scimia
Rebecca Elizabeth Segura
Mark Richard Seidel
Ellen Taylor Seldin
Michael S. Shapleigh
Braden Alek Sheff
Laura Reed Shepard
Caroline Graham Sieber
John Kenneth Sievers
Meghan Marie Sikkel
Katherine Ashley Simpson
Amanda Elaine Snider
Kellie Spano
Victoria Lynn Spickler
Jennifer Jamie Spivack
Courtney Lynn Steele
Thomas Matthew Sterritt
Danielle Nicole Stinger
John Nicolas Stirling
Ashley Jordan Stockton
Audrey Struve
Corbin Scot Swagerty
Brittany Ashley Sweeney
Robert William Syer
Sanaz Talafifar
Alia Tavakolian
Brian Joseph Tenner
Stephanie Diane Terrill
Gregory Robert Toth
Olga Mayela Trespalacios Fernandez
Reynol Trevino III
Kyle Patrick Trobough
Krista Starr Truesdell
Katherine Michele Tufts
Molly Brynne Vaughan
Tyler Robert Vaughan
Lisa Thi Vien
Madison Kay Vinklarek
Amrita Vir
William Allen Vonderfecht
Anthony P. Vossos
Varun Narain Wadhwa
Chelsea Elizabeth Walker
Abigail Charlotte Watts
Courtney Aldyth Webb
Kristyn Mae Webster
Megan Clark Welch
Claire Alyse Wenholz
Kelsey Elizabeth West
Mallorie Kate Wicker
Ashley Cantrell Williams
Krysta Ellen Wirkala
Marisa Elise Witter
William Franklin Woeste III
Chelsea Caroline Woodlock
Katelyn Wright
Feiyin Xiong
Yuzhi Yan
Xue Yang
Adrienne Chulk Yun Yim
Hongqiao Yu
Santiago Zepeda
April L. Zinober
MAY 2012

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Mary Clare Madeley Alley  Psychology
BA University of Texas, Austin
MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “An Open Trial of A Dissonance-Based Eating Disorder Relapse Prevention Intervention and Predictors of Treatment Response”
Advisor: Robert Hampson

Michael William Anderson  English
BA College of William and Mary
MA University of Rochester
Dissertation: “Variations of Romance in Sir Thomas Malory’s Morte Darthur”
Advisor: Bonnie Wheeler

Anna Banhegyi  History
BA Southern Methodist University
MA Central European University, Hungary
Advisers: Edward Countryman, Sherry L. Smith

Jonathan Marc Bemis  Religious Studies
BA Southern Nazarene University
MTS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Christian Faithfulness and Public Theologies Within a Liberal, Multicultural Society”
Advisor: William J. Abraham

Meredith Lynn Faber  Geology
BA, BS Trinity University
Dissertation: “Isotopic, Ecological and Technological Investigations of the Land Snail Record”
Advisor: Crayton Jeffrey Yapp

Ruth Grune Gilgenbach  Economics
BA Agnes Scott College
MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Market Segmentation and Market Frictions”
Advisor: Santanu Roy

John Reynolds Gram  History
BA, MA Southern Methodist University
Advisor: Sherry L. Smith

Sharon J. Grant  Religious Studies
BS Texas Southern University
MDV Southern Methodist University
Advisor: Ted Allen Campbell

Ohn Jo Koh  Statistical Science
BS, MS Seoul National University
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Functional Connectivity from FMRI Data Correcting for Physiological Nuisance Signals in the Resting State Brain”
Advisor: William R. Schucany

Cemile Kumas  Chemistry
BS Istanbul Technical University, Turkey
MS Bogazici University, Turkey
Dissertation: “Phosphazenes as Scaffolds for the Synthesis of New Molecules by Palladium and Copper Catalyzed Reactions”
Advisor: Patty Wisian-Neilson

David F. Lee  Anthropology
BA, BAS Trent University
MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Approaching the End: Royal Ritual in the Palace Group at El Perú-Waká, Petén, Guatemala”
Advisor: David Alan Freidel
Kevin Bolton Charles Minister  Religious Studies  
BA Union University  
MTS Boston University  
**Dissertation:** “Religion, Economics, and Aesthetics: On the Production of Beauty in Economics and Religion”  
**Adviser:** Joerg Rieger

Kylie Elizabeth Quave  Anthropology  
BA Emory University  
MA Southern Methodist University  
**Dissertation:** “Labor and Domestic Economy on the Royal Estate in the Inka Imperial Heartland” (Maras, Cuzco, Peru)  
**Adviser:** Ronald Alan Covey

Ryan Randy Rios  Physics  
BS Baylor University  
**Dissertation:** “Hint of the Standard Model Higgs Boson in its Decay TO \( H \rightarrow ZZ(*) \rightarrow 4-\ell \)”  
**Adviser:** Ryszard Stroynowski

Manan Roy  Economics  
MA University of Delhi, India  
BS Presidency College, Calcutta  
MA Southern Methodist University  
**Dissertation:** “Three Essays on the Effect of Public Policies on Infant and Adolescent Health”  
**Adviser:** Daniel Millimet

Jack C. Shoemaker  Anthropology  
BA Azusa Pacific University  
MA University of Texas, Arlington  
**Dissertation:** “Understanding the Lives of Mądí Men and Women Through the Names They Give Their Children” (Moyo District, Uganda)  
**Adviser:** Robert Van Kemper

Holly Janelle Stovall  Statistical Science  
BS, MS Texas A&M University- Commerce  
MS Southern Methodist University  
**Dissertation:** “Ranked Set Sampling and Its Applications in Educational Statistics”  
**Adviser:** Lynne Stokes

Miguel Angel Uh Zapata  Computational and Applied Mathematics  
BS Autonomous University of Yucatan, Mexico  
**Dissertation:** “The Immersed Interface Method for Two-Fluid Problems”  
**Adviser:** Sheng Xu

Ke Wang  Statistical Science  
BS Nanjing University  
MS University of New Orleans  
**Dissertation:** “Estimating Cumulative Distribution Functions from JPS Data With Empty Strata and Analyzing High-Throughput Data Via Hierarchical Bayesian Spatial Modeling”  
**Adviser:** Xinlei Wang

Kevin Matthew Watson  Religious Studies  
BA University of Oklahoma, Norman  
MDV Wesley Theological Seminary  
**Dissertation:** “The Early Methodist Band Meeting: Its Origin, Development and Significance”  
**Adviser:** Ted Allen Campbell

Kamile Yagci  Physics  
BS, MS Bogazici University  
**Dissertation:** “Search for Extra Dimensions in Diphoton Final States with Atlas Detector at LHC”  
**Adviser:** Robert L. Kehoe
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Omar A M H Alibrahim  Computer Science
BSCPE Kuwait University
MS Rice University
Adviser: Sukumaran Nair

Ala Faheem Alnawaishe  Computer Science
BS Mu’tah University
MS Lamar University
Advisers: Khaled F. Abdelghany, Hesham El-Rewini

James Edward Brown  Electrical Engineering
BSEE, MSEE University of Florida
Dissertation: “Radiofrequency Heating Near Medical Devices in Magnetic Resonance Imaging”
Adviser: Choon S. Lee

Maya Khaled El Dayeh  Computer Science
BS University Of Houston
MS Lebanese American University
Dissertation: “Biological Pathway Completion Using Network Motifs”
Advisers: Margaret Dunham, Michael F. Hahsler

Brian D. Fisher  Civil Engineering
BS Clarkson University
MSENVE University of Notre Dame
Dissertation: “Cation and Oxyanion Metal Sorption by Iron-Modified Fish Bone: Evaluation of a Novel Method to Super-Clean and Surface-Functionalize Fish Bone Derived Hydroxyapatite”
Adviser: Andrew Norman Quicksall

Harsh Kupwade Patil  Applied Science
B.ENGR. Visveswaraiah Technological University, Belgaum
MSEE Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Stephen A. Szygenda

Anand Lakshmanan  Electrical Engineering
BSEE Pondicherry University, India
MSEE University of Wisconsin-Madison
Adviser: Choon S. Lee

Ramanujapuram Raghuvir  Electrical Engineering
B.ENGR. Bangalore University, India
MSEE University of Texas, Arlington
Advisers: Dinesh Rajan, Mandyam D. Srinath

Siling Wang  Computer Engineering
MS University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
BS University Science & Technology of China
Dissertation: “Algorithms for Large Scale DNA Copy Number Data”
Adviser: Sukumaran Nair

Natasha Zaman  Civil Engineering
MS University of Tehran, Iran
BS Amimirkabir University of Technology
Adviser: Usama S. El Shamy

Degree of Doctor of Engineering

Karl Christopher Lewis  Software Engineering
BA University of Texas, Austin
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Measuring an Organization’s Configuration Management Process Maturity”
Advisers: Francis Coyle, Sukumaran Nair
IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Braden Ryan Hoelzle  Education
BBA Texas A&M University
MA Biola University, California
MA Houston Graduate School of Theology
Dissertation: “The Impact of Five Missing Data Treatments on a Cross-Classified Random Effects Model”
Adviser: Kyle Roberts

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MINISTRY
Katherine Whorton Harrell
Project: “A Person of God for the People of God Thanks be to God!”

Andrew Stewart Miller III
Project: “Missional Hospitality: Toward a Renewed Theological Praxis in Salvation Army Housing Ministries”

Marcia J. Pounders
Project: “Ars Moriendi in Praxis: The Effects of a Comprehensive Hospital Bereavement Care Program on Grieving Patients and Families”

Michael Williams Waters

Bret Allan Wells
Project: “The Missional Imagination: Considering the Efficacy of Combining Online Education With Local Practice For Missional Discipleship and Leadership Formation”

DEGREE OF MASTER OF DIVINITY
Michael Franklin Blanchard
Denise S. Caulfield
David Winston Dunaway
Jonathan Michael Farrer
Sela E. Finau
John Vincent Fletcher
Barbara Calhoun Gibson
Cameron Jerrod Greer
Joy Bracken Johnston
Joshua Abraham Kouri
Ella Leal Luna
Mireya Guerra Martínez
Curtis William Matthys
Lynda L. Mayberry
Jason Robert McConnell
Grant Evan Palma
Janet Ann Pearson
Michael Scott Peschke
Luis Eduardo Ramirez
Sara Keyes Ray
Shea William Reyenga
Valeta Rhea Rhodes
M. Lynette Ross
Sherry Foster Shanks
Adam Lee Spore
Blair Elizabeth Thompson
Dwayne A. Thompson
Andrew Burnett Weber
Micah Ethan Welcher
Cassandra O. Wilson

José Antonio Ramos  Education
BA University of Texas, Dallas
MEd Texas A&M-Commerce
Dissertation: “Ameliorating the English Reading Comprehension of Spanish-speaking ELLs through a Reciprocal Teaching Intervention”
Advisers: Hector Rivera, Paul Yovanoff

DEGREE OF MASTER OF CHURCH MINISTRIES
Elspeth Hope Allen
Brittany Ann Burrows
Heather-Ann Bussiere
April Marie English
Celia Ann Finfrock
Mahlon Smullin Hight
Dong Kue Jee
Evan Marshall Jones
Degree of Master of Laws, Comparative & International Law
Sophia Ahmed
Sultan Saeed Alghamdi
Ibrahim Mohammed Aljamaz
Khaled Aljumaah
Sobah Mobarak Almasradi
Majed Nasser S. Alorene
Fahad Mofleh Alqahtani
Mohammed Abdulrahman S Alrasheed
Adel Abdullah Alsaif
Abdullreef Waleed Alshubaiki
Ammar Najeb Alswailem
Helio Ayala Camacho
Xin Chen
Yunhee Choi
Marjorie R. Cockcroft
Yassir Yusuf Alkhair Dirar
Aileen Ligot Dizon
Giang Nam Do
Fernanda Figueiredo
Yin Hu
Atthasid Ingkavaranuwat
Supranee Jidtaharn
Ananchai Ketmanee
Naraporn Kisadapipat
Auen Kunkeaw
Yu Lei
Shang Li
Xinke Li
Simona Ligere
Lu Luo
Yue Ma
Vanessa S. Murra-Kapon
Tunlawat Narongsak

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

Degree of Master of Sacred Music
Rozanna Vancil Goocey
Kristen Lynn Hanna
Brian James Hehn
Irene Dhing Dhing Lai
Marybeth Sanders
Budi Taniwan

Degree of Master of Theological Studies
Stacey Groom Atkins
Esther Louise Grabow

Degree of Master of Laws, Comparative & International Law
Janet Wambui Nganga
Qiya Niu
Temitope Samuel Olanipekun
Gissela Aimee Orduno Peralta
Burased Rungratigunthorn
Phillipa O. Sheen
Parichaya Srisamai
Nattachai Subtuntikul
Josef Setianto Sunario
Xing Wan
Shangshang Zhu

Taxation
Keith Aaron Bowers
Catherine May Collins
Matthew R. Jones
Patrick Henry Murphy
Courtney Caughey Ortegon
Melissa Pineda
Julie Ann Plemons
Emmanuel Neube Socks
Ryan J. Tabasinske
Brenda S. Wagner

Degree of Juris Doctor
Alise Nicole Abel
Clinton Paul Adcox
Jesse Lance Adkins
Jessica Elaine Anderson
Katie Anderson
Thomas Joseph Annis
Donnie Mike Apodaca II
Kelly Lynn Arneson
Alexandra McGrede Ashcroft
Ashley Nicole Aten
Dana Ann Ball
Miranda Cathron Barton
Sharon Beal
Amber Nicole Beatty
Devon Chantelle Bedford
Tamara Marie Bennett
Blake Cole Billings
Camille Amelia Bitner
Kristen Nicole Blanchard
Zachary James Block
Osei Tutu Boakye
Alexander Wade Bolton
Christina Marie Bonfield
Rebecca Michelle Brame
Erin Tyler Brewer
Kelly Ann Bub
Curtis Clinnon Busbey
Craig Callaway Carpenter
Grant Taylor Carson
Amy Crawford Césedes
Jaime Frank Césedes
Amber Michelle Chambers
Brett Matthew Chisum
Kenshae Dawne Choice
Ashley Amanda Cline
Stacy Lyn Cole
Thomas Seth Conner
Natalie Marguerite Cooley
Sara Elizabeth Coopwood
Christopher Alan Corbett
Sean Skyle Coté
Laura Leslie Cox
Chason Cole Crosby
George Allou d’Hemecourt
Briget Marianne da Graca
Jordan Tyler Dale
Kathy Dang
Lindsay Paige Daniel
Nyle Thomas Davenport
Matthew Robert Davis
Marizel De La Torre
Julie Marie DeWeese
Colleen McClain Deal
Juanita Deloach
Jonathan Dedman Dietz
Megan Leigh Dixon
Logan Scott Dowell
Brandi Michelle Doyle
Natalie Nichole DuBose
Jennifer Lynn Edwards
Thomas Raymond Emmet
Nathan Brown Eutsminger
Joseph Frances Esposito
Rachel Diane Evans
Amy Lynn Faltisko
Natasha Smiley Fedorov
Jason Donald Ferrel

Carly Ann Feuerbacher
Susan Elizabeth Fisher
Lina del Pilar Forero-Niño
Joseph Ryan Fowler
Brady Walker Frazier
Margaret Ann Friess
Robert William Funk III
Robert Gregory Gallagher
Anthony Andres Garcia
Ashley Dawn Gibson
Andrew Scott Gillman
Julienne Kay Gilmore
Alexandra Jean Gossett
Whitney Baron Gower
Trinitee Gale Green
Andrew Walker Griffith
Julieta Andrea Griffin
Micah Adam Grodin
Laura Elizabeth Grossman
Holly Elizabeth Guest
Spencer R. Guy
Yajaira Mary Halm
Samuel Drewes Hamann
Joseph James Harrison
Kymberly Jean Heath
Meredythe Jean Heaton
Cristin Lee Hedman
Haley Ann Hendrix
Michael Kevin Henry
Martha Miller Hicks
Jacob Reese Higgins
Flannery Allison Hoard
Brent Douglas Hockaday
Owen Hal Holladay
Scott Irwin Hooker
Sadie Alyn Horner
Richard Michael Hudieck
Brandon Lee Hurwitz
Saleh Jabr
Claire Emily James
Marisa Lynne Jeffrey
Cade Aaron Jobe
Tennille Danielle Johnson
Drew Austin Jones
Derek Michael Junek
Punam Ashok Kaji
Melissa Dawn Kalka
John Alan Kelley
Donald Eugene Kerns
Pamela Lynn Klement
John David Koetter
Merissa Lowenstein Kogutt
Ragip Kurceren
Kishwer Mirza Lakhani
Katie Marie Landrum
David Michael Latham
Christin Marie Lavery
Richard Anthony Ledesma
Courtney Rae Leggett
Stanton Aaron Lewis
Xiang Li
Justin Sean Light
Lauren Elizabeth Linden
Mackenzie Boyd Linyard
Sarah June Lopano
Aaron Asa Lovelace
David M. Lowrimore
Alejandro Manuel Martinez
Ashley Louise Mason
Brian E. Mason
Robert Stephen McAngus
Madison Anne McBee
Harry James McClish
Kenneth McClure, Jr.
Wesley Campbell McDowell
William Kent McKee
Laura Ashley McKenney
Justin Patrick McKinley
Jordan Andrew McKnight
Brennan Holden Meier
Sarah Ashley Molzan
Bradley Ashley Molzan
Bradley Aaron Monk
Andrea Nicolasa Montelongo
Michael Moore
Timothy Edward Moore
Benjamin Aaron Moorman
Amanda Rae Morin
Lauren Corr Morris
Sarah Morris
Catriona Leslie Morrison
Benjamin Muro
Ivan Trifonov Nalbantov
Charlotte Diann Nall
Benjamin Ariel Neal
Daniel Andrew Neal
Alana Christine Newhook
Rebecca Fitzgibbons Nichols
Benjamin Kent Nicholson
Carrie Xuan Nie
Victoria Nsikak
Stephen Patrick O’Neal
Sarah Anne Ochsankehl
Harrison Buckland Oldham
Laura Danielle Olson
John Gregory Oltmanns
Andrew Joseph Ostapko
Banafshe Shekarabi Pachuca
Kerri Ann Panchuk
Melissa Jo Parker
Yuliya Pashina
Robert James Pathroff
Caitlin Marie Paver
Joshua Clay Pearson
Leslie Gail Peco
Aleana Terie Peoples
Laura Leigh Pickens
Nichole Marie Plagens
Rolando Edgardo Quesada
Maya Isabella Quevedo
Jeffrey Russell Quilhot
Ana Maria Ramos
Ori Raphael
Bennett Joseph Rawicki
Amy Bedell Redleaf
Benjamin Peter Redleaf
Blake House Redwine
Amber Dawn Reece
Brooke Anne Relyea
Alea Danielle Roach
Ashley Morgan Robertson
Eugenie Belzons Robichaux
Fernando Gene Rodriguez
Savannah Lynn Rose
Nicholas J. Ross
Scott Michael Ruggiero
Brian Michael Russell
Christopher David Saddock
Joshua Luke Sandoval
Lewis William Schiel, Jr.
Krishanu Sengupta
George Henry Shake
Jason Scott Sharp
Robert Kenneth Sievers
Sarah Maddin Slayton
Derric Michael Smith
Yon S. Sohn
John C. Sokatch
Whitney Leigh Stenger
Rebecca M. Stowe
Steven Gregory Strobl
Scott Alexander Stuckey
Kenneth Michael Sturgill
Audrey Marie Sullivan
Austen Alexander Flitcroft Swaim
Brett Andrew Talley
LynAlise Katherine Tannery
Kevin Alan Teters
Robert Nelson Thetford
Esmeralda Tinajero
Dorothy Joy Tran
Steffan James Troxel
Wai Brenda Tso
Brent Alan Turman
Aisha Tul-Munsafa U-Kiu
Steven Joseph Udick
Richard Travis Vaden
René Rodolfo Valle
Octaviano Villanueva, Jr.
Rachel Renee Vulpitta
Alexandra Lee Wales
Judd Jody Walker
Lauren E. Wallis
Benjamin Joseph Weigand
Benjamin Arnold West
Jeremy Britton Whitbeck
Courtney Marie White
Benjamin Wells Whitehill

Dustin Lee Williams
Lea Rhyne Williams
Clarence E. Wilson, Jr.
Robert Bradley Wilson
Kimberly Nicole Winnubst
Ethan M. Wood
Joseph Andrew Wyly
Valerie Ann Yanaros
Brian Scott Zelman

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
Jesse Lance Adkins  Economics
Michael John Aiuvalasit  Anthropology
Reem Mohammad Al Bogami  Economics
Kledis Ali  Economics
Richard Joseph Anderson  Anthropology
Michael Lee Bishop  Economics
Daniel Joseph Burke  Economics
Sanchari Choudhury  Economics
Jessica Leigh Clemmer  Economics
Dawn Michelle Crawford  Anthropology
John Brian Evans  English
Alejandro José Figueroa  Anthropology
Whitney Annette Goodwin  Anthropology
Lei Jing  Applied Economics
Bookyung Ko  Molecular and Cell Biology
Svetlana Kouzmenko  Applied Economics
HaoFei Li  Economics
Yingyuan Lin  Economics
Valerie-Ruth Golez Loehr  Psychology
Andrea Elizabeth Luttrell  English
Saira Akhtar Mehmoon  Anthropology
Rong Pan  Applied Economics
Wenhao Piao  Applied Economics
Jennifer Koshatka Seman  History
Chao Sheng  Economics
Michaela N. Wallerstedt  Anthropology
Shuang Wu  Applied Economics
Sydney Leigh Yeager  Anthropology

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
Wenkai Bao  Statistical Science
Young Ok Choi  Computational and Applied Mathematics
Ashley Michelle Howe  Geophysics
Thesis: “Analysis of the Cleburne Earthquakes from June 2009 to June 2010”
Runqi Lin  Statistical Science
Bingchen Liu  Computational and Applied Mathematics
Jordan R. Noret  Geology
Thesis: “Preliminary Stable Isotope Data from the Chilga Basin, Ethiopia and their Implications for a Late Paleogene Tropical Forest Ecosystem”
Katelyn Joy Plaisier  Computational and Applied Mathematics
Johnson Tan Truong  Computational and Applied Mathematics
Lin Zhu  Physics
Daniel Pavel Zmau  Molecular and Cell Biology
IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
Margaret Flanagan Bermingham  Arts
Management
Mallory Lucille Knappe Biegler  Arts Management
Catherine Jan Warne Cacheris  Advertising
Kellyn Katheryne Dunn  Advertising
Caroline Amanda French  Arts Management
Lindsey Erin Herkommer  Art History
Jingya Huang  Advertising
Melissa Michelle Joseph  Arts Management
Margarita Karasoulas  Art History
Elizabeth Anne Kegley  Arts Management
Erika Kristine Larson  Arts Management
Danielle Nichole Latta  Advertising
Jennifer Jocelyn Lee  Art History
Kaleb Jake Leija  Advertising
Justin Russell Mack  Film and Media Arts
Katherine Grace McCarty  Advertising
Daniel Ryan Morris  Arts Management
Erika A. Ortega  Advertising
Daniel Clint Riley  Arts Management
Samantha Nicole Roppolo  Advertising
Samantha Lynn Rugani  Advertising
Kelly Dawes Smith  Advertising
Leigh Ann Smith  Advertising
Trudy Kay Thomason  Advertising
Cristina Annette Uranga  Arts Management
Matthew R. Villanueva  Advertising

DEGREE OF MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Maxwell Reid Bowman  Theatre
Joshua Daniel Cutler  Theatre
Fredrico Fajardo  Theatre
Rachel Ann Finn  Theatre
Aleisha Force  Theatre
Vanessa Renee Gibens  Theatre
Tiiffany Denise Hobbs  Theatre
Michael Allan Kaukl  Theatre
Casey E. Keeling  Art
Michael Sean McKown  Film and Media Arts
Anna Aileen Membrino  Art
Clifford Matthew Miller  Theatre
Anh-Thuy Thi Nguyen  Art
Beethoven Odyn  Theatre
Caitlin Evans Rain  Theatre
Jamie Rezanour  Theatre
Theodore Austin David Spencer III  Theatre

DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC
John Bradley Allnutt  Music Education
James Charlie Horton Burch  Cello Performance
Yesenia Campos  Violin Performance
Nathaniel Terry Collins  Percussion Performance
Christopher Michael Colton  Music Education;
Percussion Performance
Gregory M. Danis  Saxophone Performance
Megan Elizabeth DeRubois  French Horn Performance
Gabriel Dehoyos  Music Education; Guitar Performance
Benjamin Kyle Easley  Music Education
Juan Ramiro Flores  Oboe Performance
Tamara Caryn Garrett  Music Education
Tatiana Glava  Violin Performance
Edmundo Alejandro Gonzalez Alvarado  Piano Performance
John Bowman Hendricks  Voice Performance
Adam Reece Houpt  French Horn Performance
Brendan Craig Johnson  Guitar Performance
Eldred Colonel Marshall IV  Organ Performance
Julie Christine Marx  Voice Performance
Michelle Lynn Merrill  Instrumental Conducting;
Music Education
Rachel Michelle Messing  Oboe Performance
Annette Lorraine Mitchell  Music Education
Sylane Helen Moura de Albuquerque  Music Composition
Valerie Alexis Nelson  Violin Performance
Susan Carole Powell  Music Education
Hannah Alene Rigg  Voice Performance
Sarah Beth Roeber  Piano Performance
& Pedagogy
Mark Austin Schroeder  Music Education
David Alcuin Sloan  Trumpet Performance
Douglas P. Stone  Instrumental Conducting
Nyadia T. Thorpe  Music Education
Kelly Jean Vowell  Piano Performance & Pedagogy

ARTIST CERTIFICATE
Jaewon Ahn  Cello Performance
Manuel Jesús Corbacho Gómez  Piano Performance
Noel Glen DaSalla  Double Bass Performance
Dee Gavin Donasco  Voice Performance
Elizaveta Ileva  Piano Performance
Laurentiu Teodor Tanase  Clarinet Performance

PERFORMER’S DIPLOMA
Njabulo Sifiso Mthimkhulu  Voice Performance
Kyungseu Na  Cello Performance
Jo Yi Zhou  Piano Performance
DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Ravi Achukola  General Business
Muzamil Syed Ahmad  Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Travis Evan Allen  Accounting; Finance
Mark Alan Atkinson  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
James Darrell Ballard  General Business
Jesse Allen Barnard  General Business
Gautam Harshawardhan Barve  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Lauren Nicole Basham  Accounting; Finance
Yasir Bashir  General Business
Nabil Marikar Bawa  General Business
Virginia Elizabeth Bender  Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Scott Berens  Accounting; Finance
Margaret Flanagan Bermingham  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Adam Samuel Berry  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Poossenjeet Bhattacharya  Business Analytics, Finance
Mallory Lucille Knavo Biegler  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Donald Nathaniel Blue  General Business
Kandre Dehonous Bogess  Marketing
Michael Trace Bond  General Business
Christopher Troy Bowen  General Business
Andrew David Boyett  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Andrew Jeffrey Braithwaite  Marketing
Parker Bryson Brooks  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Rachel Aubrey Brown  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Ryan Andrew Buchman  Real Estate; Finance
Cassie Burke  Business Analytics, Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Kara Jean Burkett  Marketing
Eric Bushnell  General Business
Matthew Hunter Cain  Accounting; Finance
Neil Jeffrey Carew  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Sean Michael Carney  General Business
David Aaron Carroll  Accounting; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Kim Carson  General Business
Gregory Blair Carter  General Business
Peter Finlay Cazavos  General Business; Real Estate
Stephanie Marie Chan  Marketing
William Clarkson Chaney, Sr.  Finance, Real Estate
Roshini Chetan  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Pablo Chico Hernandez  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Mark Kirkman Childs  Finance
Andrew Peder Chodur  General Business
Kshitij Choudhary  Business Analytics, Marketing
Joshua J. Christiansen  General Business
Elizabeth Laine Clayton  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Robert Michael Cohen  Marketing
Christopher Brian Craft  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Cathleen Elizabeth Crews  Accounting; Finance
Michael James Crews  General Business
Martin Cahill Cude III  Finance
Ellen Haise Currie  Accounting; Finance
Sasidhar Darla  Business Analytics, Marketing
Sonali Shirish Dave  General Business
Austin G. David  Finance; Management
John Craig Dawson  Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jennifer Mahealani deHay  Finance
Matthew Denegre  Accounting; Finance
Parth Pankaj Desai  Accounting; Finance
Jonathan Dedman Dietz  Finance
Desmond John Donohoe II  General Business
Deep Chandra Dumka  General Business
Darren Patrick Dvorak  General Business
Catherine Alexis Elder  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Lawson Frederick Ellinor  General Business
Juli Elston  General Business
Jaime Murphy England  Management; Marketing
Andrew Christopher Evans  Real Estate; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Luis Raul Fabre III  Finance
Komail Ali Faizi  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Alexandra Fedorova  Finance
Leandro Emilio Fellin  General Business
Darwin L. Fielder III  General Business
Roberto Flores Naine  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Erica Laine Forrest  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Caroline Amanda French  Marketing
Michael Robert Fullman  Finance
Amy Wang Gad  Finance
Brian Lino Garcia  General Business
Chase William Gardaphe  General Business; Real Estate
Edward Grant Larsen Garlock  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Timothy Welles Gaylord  General Business
Austin Barrett George  General Business
Matthew Scott Gian  Finance; Real Estate
George Christopher Gilchrist  Real Estate; Finance
Randall Eric Gilpin  General Business
Jeffrey Alan Girard  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jonathan Peter Goldstein  General Business
Federico Gonzales III  Accounting; Finance
Derek Sean Gordon  General Business
Shanthi Gunna  General Business
Mark Nicholas Haney  General Business
Jon David Harper  General Business
Lee S. Haspel  General Business
Landon Marshall Hawke  Finance
Stephen Christopher Hawke  Finance; Marketing
James Ian Hawkes  Finance
Kenneth Matthew Haydis  Real Estate
Vivekananda Hosmar Laxminarayana Hegde  Marketing; Business Analytics
Martha Gidney Henson  Management
Scott Alan Hoffheiser  Finance; Real Estate
Aaron Gregory Hood  General Business
Nathan Brady Hughes  Finance
Matthew Treister Jacobs  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Mohit Jain  General Business
Sapna Jain  General Business
Christopher Miller Jelliffe  Finance; General Business
Dainon Douglas Jensen  Finance
Adam Christopher Jermigan  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Fudong Jiang  Finance
David William Jones  Accounting; Finance
Melissa Michelle Joseph  Management
Seong Ryong Kang  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Elizabeth Anne Kegley  Management
Jacqueline Briana Kennedy  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Oksana Khariv  Finance
Lianne Jones Killmeyer  Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Lyceong gun Kim  Business Analytics; Information and Operations
Udupi Supreeth Kumar Kini  Business Analytics; Finance
Darrell Robert Kleider  General Business
Matthew Ryan Kneifl  Finance
Megan Victoria Kneipp  Accounting; Finance
Ranganath Komanduri  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Hsien Je Koong  Accounting; Finance
Andrea Elizabeth Kullhem  Marketing
Nilesh Kumar  Business Analytics; Marketing
Bernardo Jose Lacayo Bustamante  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Preya Mistry Lad  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Ravikiran Prahlad Lad  General Business
Mehul Desai Lalooobhaj  General Business; Information & Operations
Ki Fai C. Lam  General Business
Mark Christopher Landaal  Marketing
Sara Brooke Lane  Finance
Stephen Robert Lang  General Business
Erika Kristine Larson  General Business
Dennis Earl Law  General Business
Charles Pryser Leary, Sr.  Accounting; Finance
Travis Joseph Lenander  Business Analytics; Information and Operations
Bradley Michael Leonard  General Business
William Taylor Leslie  Accounting; Finance
Kyle Ray Lewis  Finance
James Alexander Lidington  General Business
Jessica Lee Lindsey  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jeffrey Scott Littie  General Business
Albert Chun-Chieh Lo  Marketing; Business Analytics
Michael Louis Loureiro  Finance
John Paul MacMullin  General Business
Khalil Bin Malik  General Business
Julio C. Martinez, Jr.  General Business
Pedro V. Marzocca  General Business
John Mathew  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
David Quinton Mathews  Finance
Ashesh Ashwal Mazumdar  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Michael Francis McGehee  Finance; Information and Operations
Meghan Therèse McGill  Management; Marketing
Tysun Bender McKay  General Business
Alyssa Marie McLaughlin  Accounting; Finance
Curtis Matthew McLaughlin  General Business
Nena Louise McMahon  General Business
Jeremy David McManes  Business Analytics; Marketing
Grant Hamilton Meek  Accounting; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Gaurav Mehta  Information and Operations; Marketing
Blake Austin Michelson  Finance
Matthew William Middleton  Real Estate; Finance
Ryan Timothy Miller  General Business
Benjamin James Mimmack  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Stephen Anthony Yerkovich, Jr.  Finance  
Dohshik Yoon  Finance; Information and Operations  
John Charles Young  General Business  
Kevin Hunter Zentmeyer  Information and Operations; Marketing  

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING  
Christopher Chad Bauman  
Kelly Stuart Bemis  
Joston Revon Benton  
Alec James Bowers  
Michael Kirk Bradford  
Lauren Davidson Burnett  
Scott Adam Burns  
Laine Marie Bushart  
Clayton Marshall Carter  
Luis Andres Castellanos  
Matthew Brennan Church  
Erin Melissa Cochran  
Catherine Davis Coleman  
Allison Sarah Cooley  
Michelle Mia Dekkers  
Jessica Lauren Edwards  
Torchiaonna Franklin  
Nathaniel Joseph Galvan  
Cathleen Faulkner Good  
Matthew Patrick Gound  
Natsumi Hazama  
Leigh Ellen Henry  
Luis Azua Hernandez  
Ana Cristina Florentina Hinojosa  
Morgan Wells Hobbs  
Madeleine Mayhew Holmes  
Sara Elizabeth Huggins  
Kristen Elise Jennings  
Turner Staff Jones  
Brittney Danielle Kerner  
Kamini Khanjee  
Blake Kinney  
Adrian Alfin Kusuma  
Joel Robert Lennox  
Lauren Abbie Lieberman  
Lloyd Eleuterio Loredo  
Billy Robert Machina  
Cassandra Michelle Mata  
Hamilton Trent Matthews  
Melissa Anne McDowell  
Kristin Brooke Medeiros  
Alexis Gray Millenbaugh  
Colby D. Moosman  
Matthew Marc Morozzo  
Melissa Lauren Moss  
Elizabeth Ashley Niere  
Katie Brandt Oswald  

John Brant Pallasch  
Eric J. Park  
Saiham Rahman  
Tim Andreas Raschle  
Taylor James Royal  
Ryan Adam Schexnayder  
Sarah Amelia Schumacher  
Lora Katherine Sharp  
Cameron Hayes Shepherd  
Harry H. Shu  
Jessica Anne Tallman  
Ariell Grace Torres  
Alexander Elliott Wagner  
Matthew Hunter Walker  
Grayson Tanner Wellsfry  
Brian Matthew Wright  
Deana Ashley Yeter  
Jing Zhou  
Brittany Anne Zimlich  

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP  
Christian Armalavage  
Talia Jeannine Brown  
Melissa Casey  
Harley Ernest Cluxton IV  
Adam Scott Crishi  
Angela Lynne Dupont  
Tanisha Michele Rufus  
Zerushter Aleta Sia  
Jacob Randal Steiner  
Robert Cunningham Watts  
Matthew William Woodcock  

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT  
Kristen Elizabeth Bray  
Kyle Jordan Hughes  
Ameena K. Lakhani  
Stephen Forrest Powell
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
Paul Levidy Adams  Operations Research
Venkata Adimatyam  Security Engineering
Yousaf Ahmed A. Al Shahail  Systems Engineering
Abdul Rahman R. Albuanain  Systems Engineering
Matthew Richard Alfano  Operations Research
Saeed Ahmed Alghamdi  Systems Engineering
Mohamed Abdulslam Alhabeshi  Telecommunications
Ahmed Abdullah Alosaime  Systems Engineering
Ronald William Andrews  Operations Research
Akshaya Aradhya Veerabhadraiah  Computer Science
Eric Michael Baber  Operations Research
Trevelan Belknap  Systems Engineering
Yifan Bian  Telecommunications
Donald Edsel Buckley  Systems Engineering
John Paul Camara  Software Engineering
Clinton J. Center  Security Engineering
Jason Isaac Chavez  Systems Engineering
Jose Isaias Chavez  Computer Science
I. Ran Chen  Telecommunications
Alan Raymond Conley  Security Engineering
Travis Lee Degen  Systems Engineering
David Alan Denslow  Software Engineering
Sukanya Dhamodaran  Software Engineering
Michael Shaughn Doughtery  Operations Research
Armando Enriquez Perez Gavilan  Packaging
  Electronic and Optical Devices
Nikolas Andrew Fernald  Systems Engineering
Juan Manuel Gallardo Garza  Operations Research
Stacey Michelle Grantham  Systems Engineering
Jameela Chauncee Hudson  Systems Engineering
Patrick Rutledge Hull  Security Engineering
Emily Fong I. Io  Operations Research
Kimberly Rene Johnson  Systems Engineering
Blake Andrew Jones  Telecommunications
Kristina Elizabeth Jones  Software Engineering
Naveen Jones  Computer Science
James Keith Justnic  Computer Science
Ruben Tyler Kendrick  Computer Science
Spencer William Kilpatrick  Operations Research
Neehar Shrikant Kulkarni  Telecommunications
Aliasgar Firoz Lanevala  Computer Science
Adam Spencer Lang  Systems Engineering
Michael Jason Lawson  Computer Science
Katherine Theresa Maier  Systems Engineering
Amit Makwana  Systems Engineering
Sourabh Sanjay Marathe  Telecommunications
William James McChesney III  Systems Engineering
Christina Lynn McCool  Systems Engineering
Ankit Sanjay Mehta  Telecommunications
Mary S. Miner  Security Engineering
David Brian Mitchell  Security Engineering
Rosana Montanez Rodriguez  Security Engineering
Payalben Jigneshkumar Patel  Software Engineering
Justin Michael Port  Software Engineering
Indira Priyadarshini Pulyala  Telecommunications
Rachel Sebastian Purackal  Telecommunications
Sheetalh Georgey Puthenmadhom  Manufacturing Systems Management
Stephen Edward Ramsbottom  Operations Research
Kathleen D. Ranola  Systems Engineering
Payal Nirav Rawal  Telecommunications
Alexandra Teresa Rufo  Operations Research
Isao Isaac Saito  Systems Engineering
Ziyad Mohammad Samargandy  Telecommunications
Jennifer Catherine Samuel  Telecommunications
Tejas Kirtitlal Sanghvi  Telecommunications
Donald Nicholas Schoonmaker  Systems Engineering
Fahad Ahmed Shabi  Systems Engineering
Scott L. Shaffer  Systems Engineering
Raunak Nitin Shah  Telecommunications
Abhay Manohar Shenoy  Telecommunications
Ramli Tariq Shujaa  Systems Engineering
Fredrick J.T. Sibley  Security Engineering
Prashant Ashokkumar Soomaney  Telecommunications
Steven Scott Speicher  Security Engineering
Leslie Elaine Stoneham  Security Engineering
Robert James Szot  Systems Engineering
Jason Cleveland Tanner  Systems Engineering
Kevin Timothy Thomas  Operations Research
William Anthony Thomas  Systems Engineering
Jennifer Trapp  Operations Research
Gerold VanHorn  Software Engineering
Erica Michelle Velazquez  Software Engineering
Aditya Prashanthbhai Vyas  Telecommunications
Chia Hung Wang  Telecommunications
Tanner James Werth  Security Engineering
Ryan Alan Zauber  Software Engineering

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Hannah Christine Hansing
Christina Elaine Salchow

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Mahdi Ali Alalmaic
Narender Kumar Raveendran
Samantha J. Watkins
Marc Wesley Wilson
IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Laurence Francesco Akiyoshi
Amie Weisberg Blaschke
Jennifer Ann Bond
Andrea Sarai Cabrera
Kapil Mohinder Chadha
Kristin Lynn-Baker Croom
Robert Milton Dicks
Sarah Elizabeth Didlake
Lisa N. Evans
Lara Nicole Greenberg
Michael Ted Haynes
Mary Josephine Hernandez-Gartner
Gail A. Kasek
Kelly Jean Knigge
Amy Leigh Kulesza
Lisa H. Lee
Emily Faith Long
Nicole Crockett Mucha
Alisha Carroll Patrick
Amber Ludmila Louise Podleski
Rochelle Gowans Ross
Hung Tien Vu
Shannon Lois Kathleen Welch
Louise Ann Wilson
DEGREE OF MASTER OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION
Stacy Croft Shrestha

DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION
Jennifer Lauren Beaudine
Kaitlin Ann Beaudoin
Sara Frances Berry
Cassandra Ryan Bloss
Charlotte Marie Clinton
Elizabeth Bailey Crow
Lindsey Templeton Cullins
Lisa Jean Dobbins
Nicole Renee Eller
Shonda Cherie Guthrie
Shanara L. Hollins
Kimberly Dianne Hughes
Krystal A. Ince
Antonia Lysandra Lacy
Marissa Kate Marler
Mikaela Marie McCusker
Jennifer Oliver McNulty
Kathleen Marie Moore
Sherry Lynne Neaves
Nancy Elizabeth Neel
Mary Kathleen Nichols
Erika Maria Ortiz
Dawn Michelle Reeves
Catherine Nielsen Scheller
Amy Frances Seo
Alexandra Lilliana Sheppard
Laura Elizabeth Smith
Kristen Michele Watkins
Kathryn Rae Williams
Sarah Lynn Wiseman

IN THE GUILDHALL AT SMU, LINDA AND MITCH HART eCENTER

CERTIFICATE IN DIGITAL GAME DEVELOPMENT
Charlotte Grace Blessy  Specialization in Level Design
Matthew Bonnitt  Specialization in Level Design
Timothy F. Burch  Specialization in Art Creation
Mitchel Scott Crossley  Specialization in Level Design
David DeCoster  Specialization in Art Creation
Casey Donnellan  Specialization in Software Development

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS
Paul Octavio Norrigan

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LIBERAL STUDIES
Marisa Isabel Arredondo
Brittani M. Arrington
Kelvin L. Beachum, Jr.
Gary Lee Brahl
Geneviève Suzanne Croft
Avvennett Meseret Gezahan
Marion Maggio Glorioso
Katrina Anneliese Klaproth
Natalie Elizabeth Merrill  Communication, Media, and Technology
Lisa Wilcox Morris
Wendy Dara Nulph
Shondrell Nicole Richardson
Stacy Lynn Robben
Henry Rothschild
Matthew Walker Self
Rosa Maria Suarez
Jennifer Lauren Tankersley
Kathleen Dílworth Warner
Brent Colvin Welch
Troy Allen Willhelm

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COUNSELING
Raequael Kanieese Anderson
Shawn W. Chrisman
M. Olga Garcia
Kellen Leilani Lewis
Jacqueline Helen Blackmon Miles
Nadiya Miraki
Jasia Sajjad
Matthew Musante  Specialization in Art Creation
Michael Nachman  Specialization in Level Design
Todd Cooper Nelling  Specialization in Level Design
José M. Nieves  Specialization in Level Design
Jason M. Orsatti  Specialization in Level Design
Eliot Si-En Peng  Specialization in Software Development
Jason Sterling Phillips  Specialization in Level Design
Benjamin L. Pope  Specialization in Software Development
Philip Riley  Specialization in Level Design
Jaddua Ross  Specialization in Level Design
Katie Lynn Sabin  Specialization in Art Creation
Benjamin David Skaggs  Specialization in Level Design
Jason Sloan  Specialization in Level Design
Michael Sorensen  Specialization in Art Creation
John Stamos  Specialization in Art Creation
Julian Peter Trutmann  Specialization in Level Design
Nicholas S. Urko  Specialization in Level Design
Gabriel Benjamin Valdes  Specialization in Level Design
Joshua A. Weeks  Specialization in Level Design
Brian Wells  Specialization in Art Creation
Mark Williams  Specialization in Level Design
Drew Wisniewski  Specialization in Level Design

MASTER OF INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Matthew Bonnitt  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Marketing the Experience: How Misleading Marketing Influences In-Game Behavior and Word of Mouth Reviews”
Mitchel Scott Crossley  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Methods for Improving Navigation in First-Person Shooter Mazes”
David DeCoster  Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Environmental Storytelling Through Visual Detail in First Person Shooter Environments”
Casey Donnellan  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Jason Eeg  Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “2D Animation in the 3D Maya Compared to 2D Flash”

James Giannini  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Jami Lyn Jeffcoat  Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “The Perfect Kiss: Complex Facial Animation in Game Engines”
Brad Michael Johnston  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Eduardo Lev Guerra  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Implementing an AI Command Hierarchy With Explicit Inter-Agent Communication as a Gameplay Mechanic”
Jonathan E. Martin  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Cost-Effective Real Time Crowd Simulation”
Matthew Musante  Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Implementing a Hyper-Modular Art Creation Pipeline for Digital Games”
Michael Nachman  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Todd Cooper Nelling  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Can Adding Puzzles Improve Gameplay in Shooters?”
Jason M. Orsatti  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Is It Possible to Evolve Cooperative Gameplay to Satiate All Bartle Player Personalities?”
Jaddua Ross  Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “The Effect of Incorporating Puzzle Mini-Games Into Crafting Systems on Player Enjoyment in Role-Playing Games”
John Stamos  Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Gary Dallas Stowasser  Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Ray Tracing in Real Time”
Julian Peter Trutmann  
*Digital Game Development - Level Design*

*Thesis:* “One Thousand and One Arabian Bytes: An Examination of Narrative Psychology on User Retention in Digital Games”

Nicholas S. Urko  
*Digital Game Development - Level Design*

*Thesis:* “Odd Objects and Their Use in Guiding a Player Through a Puzzle-Centric Environment”

Gabriel Benjamin Valdes  
*Digital Game Development - Level Design*

*Thesis:* “The Influence of Music on Player Experience”

Joshua A. Weeks  
*Digital Game Development - Level Design*

*Thesis:* “A Study in Bidirectional Level Design: Retracing Steps Along a Critical Path in a First Person Shooter”

Brian Wells  
*Digital Game Development - Art Creation*

*Thesis:* “Leveraging Modern Architecture and Design to Influence Player Perception of In-Game Spaces”

Drew Wisniewski  
*Digital Game Development - Level Design*

*Thesis:* “In-Game Rewards Versus Social Rewards of Gaming - Which Has Higher Value? An In-depth Study of Gaming”
MAY 2012

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

David Mikel Aboitiz  Markets and Culture
Kelsey Meredith Adams  French
Olivia Olga Adolphson  Psychology
Matthew Michael Alberts  English; Markets and Culture
Mohammad Musaed Rashed A Alharoun  Philosophy; Psychology
Bailey Wanda Alvarez  Psychology
Stacy Danielle Alvizo  Spanish
James Richard Ames III  Political Science
Sarah Grace Ammons  Psychology
Kelly Eileen Anthony  Spanish
Audrey Marlena Archer  Biological Sciences
Paola Arguello  Markets and Culture; Psychology
Alexandra Michelle Armendariz  History
Lauren Elizabeth Ash  Markets and Culture; Sociology
Kristen Joelle Baker-Fletcher  Psychology; Religious Studies
Elizabeth Jane Ball  Anthropology; Psychology
John Harrison Rule Ballard  Markets and Culture
Maria Lise Balteskard  Economics; International Studies
Elizabeth Christine Bandera  Chemistry
Elizabeth Hart Belk  Psychology
Laura M. Benavides  Chemistry
Alex Steurmer Beneke  Political Science
Grace Marie Bequillard Chamorro  Markets and Culture; Psychology
Allison Rebecca Berk  International Studies
Benjamin Emmet Blacklock  History; Philosophy
William Wilson Blair  International Studies
Natalie Elizabeth Blankenship  Spanish
Michael Don Blasingame  Chemistry
Geoffrey Chance Bogard  Markets and Culture
Elizabeth Ashley Bonnin  Psychology
Shawna Nichole Borman  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Heidi Ann Brandenburg  Sociology
Elizabeth Copeland Brantly  Psychology
Catherine Anne Breaux  Spanish
Alexandra Catherine Bret  History; Religious Studies
William Herron Brezette  History
Chelsea Brent Brogdon  English; Religious Studies
Charles Lafayette Brown IV  Markets and Culture
Rachel Mary Brown  Spanish
Thomas Hunter Brown  History
Spencer Margaret Budde  Markets and Culture
Anne Hunter Bures  Psychology
Laura Kathryn Burk  Markets and Culture
Ralph Nicholas Burns  French
Taylyn Jeanne Bush  Markets and Culture
Lee Marion Butts III  Psychology
William W. Byland  Anthropology
Melissa Nichole Cam  Spanish
Jose Ramon Rangel Campos  Political Science
Gina Elizabeth Cangelosi  Psychology
Natasha Juliana Cannon  Spanish
Regina Cardenas  International Studies
Alexandra Caitlyn Carr  Mathematics
Jasmine Breanna Carr  Psychology; Spanish
Adrian Rahm Carrington  Markets and Culture
Casandra Castillo  Mathematics
Kenneth F. Cedeno  Anthropology
Caitlin Anne Chambers  Political Science
Maris Marshall Chambers  Environmental Studies; Spanish
Natalie Hsiao-en Chao  International Studies
Chelsea Nicole Charron  Philosophy
Kelsey Chantel Chriss  Biological Sciences; Psychology
Emily Ackerman Ciuba  Anthropology
Caitlin Simms Clark  English
Lauren Sophia Cline  Chemistry
Rodney Clinkscales  Sociology
Caroline DeJarnette Penn Cochrane  Sociology
Lauren Witmer Cook  Psychology
Jasmine Necole Cooks  English
Haley Charlene Cooper  Economics
Zoila Cordoba  Psychology
Andrea Lynn Cordova  Biological Sciences
David Ferran Costa Soria  Spanish
Isaac Alexander Cotherman  Philosophy
Melissa Rachel Cowle  Political Science
Meredith Paige Crawford  English
Courtney Alyce Marie Cross  Sociology
Brian Thomas Crouch  Chemistry
Daniel Howard Crow  Economics
Ebony Nicole Cuington  Sociology
Kelsey Danielle Curran  Psychology
Giacoma Dana Cusimano  Mathematics; Spanish
Szymon Aleksander Czerniak  Political Science
Anne Katherine Carder Dale  Anthropology
Nhu Quynh Dang  Biological Sciences
Morgan Davidson  Italian Area Studies
Summer Lynn Davidson  Psychology
Alexandra Madeleine Davis  Economics; Religious Studies
Gavanne Jasmine Davis  Chemistry
Grace Victoria Davis  Chemistry
Katherine Elizabeth Day  Psychology
David Patrick de la Fuente  Political Science
Douglas Brendan DeVries  French; International Studies
Brandy Therese Defillo  Spanish
Maret Ellen Delf  Psychology
Amber Joy Dreibergen  English
Crystal Danielle Dudding  International Studies
Elizabeth Louise Dupell  Markets and Culture
Jeffrey William Dyc  Environmental Studies
Kevin Charles Eaton  Economics; Political Science; Public Policy
Fatema Ebrahim  Psychology
Christina Elizabeth Echeverria  Psychology
Spencer James Eggers  Spanish
Alexander Keith Ehmke  Political Science; Public Policy
William Charles Eiland II  Political Science
Kyle Eric Ek  Markets and Culture
Elizabeth Ashton Eliot  History
Christine Nicole Elliott  Sociology
Kelly Morgan Emrich  Anthropology
Meagan Nicole Enriquez  Political Science
Eliot Adams Erck  Markets and Culture
Ashley Marie Erhart  Political Science
Ana Veronica Escobar  Psychology
Catherine Michelle Essig  English
Jaclyn Rae Estes  Anthropology
Madelaine Kate Fahrmann  History
Brian J. Farkas  Economics
Alexandra Chrischelle Feldman  Markets and Culture
Daniel Patrick Fernandez  Biological Sciences
Jacquelyn Fernandez  Spanish
Jesse Marie Fike  Psychology
Ayana Makini Fletcher-Tyson  Psychology
Blake Robert Fol  Economics
Rachel R. Fox  Latin American Studies; Spanish
Stephanie Lynn Fox  Anthropology
Matthew Wesley Fry  Markets and Culture
Susan Faye Furlow  Markets and Culture; Spanish
Ariane D. Garcia Rodriguez  Markets and Culture; Spanish
Barbara Maria Garza Sada  International Studies
Aleksandra Urszula Gawor  Anthropology
Matthew C. Gayer  Political Science; Public Policy
Sarah Beth Gelber  Markets and Culture
Catherine Elizabeth Gibson  Markets and Culture
Sarah Kiley Gillan  Markets and Culture
Leticia Sofia Gomez  French
Katherine Ann Green  Psychology
Georgia Pynchon Grey  English
Ricky Lee Grunden, Jr.  International Studies
Jessica Nicole Hadfield  Psychology
Sami Cesar Hage  International Studies; Markets and Culture
Christopher Ryan Hamm  Economics
Karla Ann Hanson  History
Chase W. Hardage  Economics; Markets and Culture
David Ernest Harding  Anthropology
Brittany Kay Harper  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Ryan Corey Hash  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Jessica Michelle Hawks  English; Medieval Studies
Eve Madeline Hay  Psychology
Emily Suzanne Hayes  Philosophy; Psychology
Rachel Elizabeth Hays  English
Curry Marie Heard  Spanish
Katie Rebecca Heller  Markets and Culture
Nicolette Patricia Herminghaus  German
Crystal Annelie Hernandez  History
Kristin Angel Hernandez  Sociology
Robert C. Hernandez  Religious Studies
Cori Marie Hill  Philosophy; Psychology
Anne Daly Hite  Political Science
Kaelin Alexa Hollingsworth  Spanish
Joseph Scott Holt  Foreign Languages - Spanish
Holly Camille Howard  Spanish
Madeline Brooke Hughes  Markets and Culture; Psychology
Amanda Nicole Hurley  English
Saira Husain  Anthropology; Biological Sciences
Sarah-Husna Z. Hussein  Chemistry
Cecilia Marie Hutchings  Sociology
Rachel Blaire Hutchinson  Markets and Culture
Logan T. Hutton  Anthropology
Kelsey Noel Jackson  Political Science
David John Jeffery  Political Science
Josue Raymond Jimenez  Economics
Thomas L. Johnson III  Markets and Culture
Andrew Brooks Johnson  Markets and Culture
Henry Kleberg Johnson  Economics; History
Kyle Andrew Johnson  Political Science
Vladimir Jovanovic  Psychology
Lydia Grace Kapp  Spanish
Meredith Louise Kates  International Studies
Emily Ann Kaufman  English; French
Christina Marie Kearney  English
Carolina Kelso Rojas  Psychology
Skylar Nicole Kelsven  Psychology
Hayden Rene Kendrick  Psychology
Michael David Key  Religious Studies
Jane Jung Kim  Biological Sciences
Constance May Kleinert  Economics
Kayla Kristine Klingseisen  Psychology
Jessica Lynn Koch  History
Vadim Koenen  International Studies
Amanda Marion Koons  Anthropology; International Studies; Political Science; Spanish
Matthew Adam Kortlander  Markets and Culture
Bradley Thomas Krocheski  Economics
Eveline Barbara Kuchmak  Anthropology; Markets and Culture
Elyssa Marin Lamkin  Psychology
Kari Fay Langsenkamp  Psychology
Susan M. Larned  Psychology
Rachael MacKenzie Larson  Political Science
Anthony Nguyen Le  History
Dana Anne Lea  International Studies
Fredrick Adams Leach  History
Luis Cristóbal Lemus  Markets and Culture
Allison Sarah Lewis  Sociology
Bryce Andrew Lewis  Public Policy
Stephen James Listrom  Economics; Markets and Culture
Thomas Guy Logan  Religious Studies
Nancy Christina Long  Economics; Markets and Culture
Jordan J. Lujan  Markets and Culture; Spanish
Bethany Raechelle Mackingtee  Political Science
Chloé Lee Madinger  English
Ruth Ellen Blair Marsteller  History
Frank Louis Martin III  Psychology
Adriana Martinez  French; History; Political Science; Public Policy
Angela Jasmin Martinez  Psychology; Spanish
Krystal Elena Martinez  Anthropology
Deborrah Glory Mathews  Psychology
Maroua Mathlouthi  French
Vanessa Eleanor Mavcc  Anthropology; Psychology
Katia Dominique Mazzone  Psychology
John Lind McAfée  Biological Sciences; Spanish
Scott Robert McCall  History
Caitlin Allee McCaslin  Italian Area Studies; Markets and Culture
Leslie Brooks McCombs  Economics; Spanish
Whitney B. McCoy  Economics
Kourtney Michelle McCullough  French
Madison Grey McDowell  Psychology
Matthew Ryan McKenzie  Public Policy
Taylor F. Medrano  Anthropology; Markets and Culture
Katharine Stanwood Menke  Psychology
Amy Frances Miller  International Studies
Bianca Marissa Mires  Psychology
Sofia Isabel Miro Spiegel  International Studies; Political Science
Matthew P. Moore  History
Andrea Moran-Sendra  French
Daniel Alexander Morrison  Markets and Culture
Melinda Ferris Moulton  English with a Creative Writing Specialization; Psychology
Zainab Ahmad Muhanna  Psychology
Jennifer Leigh Muhlheim  Anthropology; Psychology
Ivan Ismail Anbongwin Musah  Economics; International Studies
Patricia Naaman  International Studies
Courtney Cay Nash  Psychology
Lucy Lloyd Needham  Anthropology
Cary McIlvaine Nelson  Markets and Culture
Katherine Harrison Newsome  Psychology; Religious Studies
Diana B. Nguyen  Biological Sciences; Spanish
Katherine Nichols  Sociology
Jessica Anne Noel  Psychology
Eryn Kelsey Norton  Political Science
Christina Yvonne Notzon  Psychology
Robert Omwando Nyakundi  Psychology
Devin O'Brien  Chemistry; Psychology
Connor Mackenzie O'Dell  Physics
Ashley Deanne Odeb  Markets and Culture
Wesleigh Jeann Ogle  Religious Studies
Amanda Nicole Oldham  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Orlando Lazo Oliviera  International Studies; Spanish
Cynthia Crystal Orta  Psychology
Cullen John Pabody  Spanish
Daniel John Pappas  Chemistry; Spanish
Rosemary Claire Parravano  French
Carmen Nell Patty  Psychology
Kelsey Alexandra Pearson  History
Narayan Kavacha Penate  History; Philosophy
Taylor Nicole Peterson  Markets and Culture
Christina Thanh Pham  Biological Sciences
Chardonnay Hypatia Phelan  Economics
Rachel Lynn Pierson  Psychology
Michelle Anne Pillers  Biological Sciences
Yvonne Louise Pitts  Psychology
John R. Poe, Jr.  English
Stephen Charles Poulin  Biological Sciences
Austin Lawrence Poyer  International Studies
Jordynn Marie Prado  English
Austin William Prentice  Political Science
Julie Lynn Price  Markets and Culture
Luciana Panayota Prifti  Italian Area Studies
Patrick John Probst  Economics
Charles Meloy Quilhot  History; Political Science
Maira Ramirez  Spanish
Christopher David Randall  Public Policy
Sarah Elizabeth Requa  Markets and Culture; Psychology
Leslie Josalyne Reynoso  Spanish
Charlotte Weatherford Rhodes  Mathematics
Emma Naomi Richardson  International Studies
Kyle Andrew Riddles  Economics; Philosophy
Lauren Emily Ritchie  Biological Sciences; English
Alexandra Gloria Roach  Psychology
Brianna Lea Robinson  Psychology
Jo Ann Robyn  Spanish
Kenleigh Roden-Foreman  Psychology
Lauren Gabrielle Rodgers  Psychology
Alexander Veroneau Rogers  History
Katherine Noelle Rossi  Psychology
Vincent Jack Rossi  Biological Sciences
Rebecca Apollonia Routs  Markets and Culture
Zachary Willard Roy  Markets and Culture
Lauren Camille Rauff  Spanish
Raul Alfredo Ruiz Hernandez  Markets and Culture
Anna Christina Russell  English
Mark B. Rusthoven  Economics; Political Science
Alyson Cornwell Ryall  Psychology
Balbina Sada Jaime  Markets and Culture
Rafee Ahmed Sadeque  History; Political Science
Ideen Saki  Psychology
Framaliz Salazar  Psychology
Farrah Duvall Salisbury  History; International Studies
Zohra Nadia Samji  Psychology
Travis Lockhart Sandy  German
Courtney Marie Sarian  Anthropology
Kelly Nicole Sayres  Markets and Culture
Morgan Toney Schlesinger  Markets and Culture
Mari Jeanne Schoeder  Spanish
Katherine Soule Schoebl  International Studies
Catherine Alexandra Schraegle  English
Jakob Gaettens Schwarz  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
John Stephen Scoggins  Political Science; Public Policy
Rebecca Elizabeth Segura  English
Laura Elizabeth Selden  Economics
Natalie Suzanne Sharp  Psychology
Megan Danielle Shaw  Political Science
Madeleine Elyse Sheldon  English
Nicholas Bobrinskoy Shepherd  Markets and Culture
Marielle Joy Sheppel  Psychology
Natalie Louise Sherman  Psychology
Elizabeth Johnson Shipp  Psychology
Eleanor Anne Slater  Psychology
Madeleine Grace Smith  Psychology
Scott Daniel Snyder  History
Akrit Singh Soin  International Studies
Alejandro A. Somoza  Public Policy
Kellie Spano  Philosophy
Lydia Ann St. Eve  Psychology
Evan Chad Stafford  English
Dennis Nichols Stanley  Physics
Kimberley Yolanda Stewart  Political Science
Michael Gilbert Stonebaugh  Economics; History
Ashley Jordan Stockton  Political Science
Alexander Eric-Philippe Stoclet  Psychology
Amber Michelle Stubblefield  Political Science
Carl Logan Sullivan  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Celeste A. Sullivan  Biological Sciences
Komal Kaur Suri  Biological Sciences
Maxwell Christopher Sutro  Economics
Christina Jeane Suttile  Psychology
Erin Michelle Symons  Sociology
Tucker O'Day Szybala  Markets and Culture
Glyn Eugene Tackett  Economics
Sanaz Tahaiar  French; International Studies
Ninfa Elvira Tarango  Spanish
Nichole Ann Tayeh  Psychology
Lily Baldwin Toland  Psychology
Georgiana Cristina Trandafir  International Studies
Jennifer Caitlin Traver  Markets and Culture
Bianca Isis Trejo  Psychology
Olga Mayela Tresplacios Fernandez  Psychology
Ashley Ann Turpin  Psychology
Molly Brynne Vaughan  Spanish
Matthew Gregory Ver Beck  Markets and Culture; Spanish
Alexandra Therese Vernon  English
Taryn Christine Violé  Markets and Culture
Adam Eichler Voll  History
Mark Nevin Voll  History
Anthony P. Vossos  Anthropology
Milan Djordje Vukoje  Political Science
Winter Cowan Warren  Markets and Culture
Abigail Charlotte Watts  Spanish
Loring Leroux Weaver  Markets and Culture; Sociology
Nancy Genevieve Weaver  Psychology
Jaclyn Terece West  Psychology
Kelsey Elizabeth West  French
Sarah Marie Wiita  Psychology
Terrance Jerome Wilkerson II  Sociology
Angele Chantal Williams  Philosophy
Daniel Harrison Williams  History; Philosophy
Christopher Lee Wilson  Markets and Culture
Richard Benjamin Wilson  Economics
Krysta Ellen Wirkala  International Studies
Jordan Gabrielle Wondrack  International Studies
Katelyn Wright  Psychology
Adrienne Churk-Yun Yim  Spanish
Stacey Christine Yocum  Public Policy
Elizabeth Zamora  Spanish
April L. Zinober  Philosophy; Political Science
Degree of Bachelor of Science

Benjamin Andrew Allen  Mathematics
Mohammad Anam  Economics with Finance

Applications

Rashmi R. Anandampillai  Biological Sciences
Kaenat Sarah Anwar  Mathematics
Audrey Marlena Archer  Environmental Sciences
Gerardo Armendariz  Economics with Finance

Applications

Jenean Salameh Bahlur  Economics with Finance

Applications

Elizabeth Christine Bander  Mathematics
Lisa Elizabeth Berry  Mathematics
Neel Hayden Blair  Economics with Finance

Applications

Natalie Elizabeth Blue  Anthropology
Ralph Nicholas Burns  Biological Sciences
Consuelo Maria Caldera Chamorro  Economics with Finance

Applications

Melissa Nichole Cam  Biological Sciences
Carmine John Camerato II  Economics with Finance

Applications

Jose Ramon Rangel Campos  Economics with Finance

Applications

Kristen Alexandra Carmichael  Biological Sciences
Christopher L. Castañeda  Mathematics
Khalil Hassan Chamseddin  Biological Sciences
Cory Maynard Chaplin  Mathematics
Farid Yamil Chevez  Economics with Finance

Applications

Jae Yong Cho  Economics with Finance

Applications

Sarita Alyssa Clark  Sociology
Michelle Lien Clinton  Chemistry
Amanda S. Collins  Biological Sciences
Patricia Elise Coogan  Mathematics
Hayden Andrew Craig  Mathematics
Stephanie Paige Curry  Mathematics
Richard Patrick Dale  Mathematics
Siva Venkata Dantu  Biological Sciences
Dennis Dean Davison II  Mathematics
David Patrick de la Fuente  Sociology
Katherine Michele Deland  Biochemistry
Lena Derisavifard  Mathematics
Stephen J. Deverian  Economics with Finance

Applications

Pablo Raul Diaz Carrillo  Economics with Finance

Applications

Darian Noel Dolenc  Chemistry
William John Dugal IV  Biological Sciences
Alexander Keith Ehmke  Economics
William Charles Eiland II  Economics with Finance

Applications

Joseph Daniel Esau  Mathematics
Alexis Nicole Espanet  Mathematics; Statistical Science

Andrew Christopher Evanich  Economics with Finance
Caroline Rice Farish  Mathematics
Jeffrey Allen Faulkner  Economics with Finance

Applications

Bilal Hussien Fawaz  Biological Sciences
Cyrus Ali Feizpour  Chemistry
Daniel Patrick Fernandez  Chemistry
Tobias Wilhelm Flood  Economics with Finance

Applications

Courtney Anne Follit  Biological Sciences
Leanne Lyn Free  Chemistry
Joseph R. Gaasbeck  Mathematics
Diana Lucelly Garcia  Mathematics
Raul Garza Leal  Economics with Finance

Applications

Alexandra Braunwyn Faith Gatewood  Economics with Finance

Applications

Jessica Gail Ginsberg  Biological Sciences
Valerie Michelle Grossman  Economics
Claude Jacques Guinchard III  Mathematics
Charles Samuel Hooper Haley  Mathematics
Michael Grant Hammack  Economics with Finance

Applications

Charles Matthew Harrell  Biological Sciences
Sydney Marie Harrell  Economics with Finance

Applications

John David Harris  Mathematics
George Thomas Harwood  Economics with Finance

Applications

Joseph August Hattrup, Jr.  Economics with Finance

Applications

Alan Michael Hayes  Economics with Finance

Applications

Howard Sol He  Biochemistry
Matthew Riley Hendrick  Economics with Finance

Applications

Payton Mack Hickey  Economics with Finance

Applications

Ross Everett Hill  Mathematics
Scott William Howe  Economics with Finance

Applications

Zamil Afiz Hudani  Economics with Finance

Applications

Sarah-Husna Z. Husseini  Mathematics
Jenny Ann Johnson  Geology
Necorian Deshaun Jones  Mathematics
Travis Burns Jones  Economics with Finance

Applications

Jason P. Kaplan  Economics with Finance

Applications

Kristin Michelle Keith  Biological Sciences
Courtney Lynn Kelly  Mathematics
Hayden Rene Kendrick  Biological Sciences
Jamell Grathel Kennedy III  Geology
Morgan Patrova Kennedy  Geophysics
Shubh Mangla Khetan  Economics with Finance Applications
Jane Jung Kim  Mathematics
Ryan B. Kimble  Geology
Travis Allen Kirkley  Economics with Finance Applications
Jeffrey Michael Klein  Economics with Finance Applications
Anna Perus Kurkjian  Mathematics
Michael Robert LaCroix  Economics with Finance Applications
Calder Holmes Lamb  Economics with Finance Applications
Conor Egan Law  Economics with Finance Applications
Bridget Nicole Le  Biological Sciences
Austin Jennings Leary  Economics with Finance Applications
Luna Li  Economics with Finance Applications
John Hilton Lighty  Economics with Finance Applications
Daniel Alejandro Lopez  Mathematics
Colin Alexander Luba  Economics with Finance Applications
James Francis MacDonald  Mathematics
Raunak Maheshwari  Economics with Finance Applications
Samuel Martin Mansfield  Economics with Finance Applications
Michael Joseph McCarthy  Statistical Science
John Calvin McGoogan IV  Economics with Finance Applications
Felicia Anna McKenna  Biological Sciences
Matthew Ryan McKenzie  Economics with Finance Applications
Roderick Bruce Meikle  Mathematics
Nichole Lorraine Moisan  Mathematics
Travis Robert Moore  Biological Sciences
Rodrigo Daniel Morales Prentice  Economics with Finance Applications
Andrew John Nelson  Mathematics
Kaitlyn Ann Nelson  Biological Sciences
Colton Blaise Nielson  Biological Sciences
Jessica Anne Noel  Sociology
Connor Mackenzie O’Dell  Mathematics
Chike Tony Ogwu  Economics with Finance Applications
Eduardo Alberto Orozco  Economics with Finance Applications
Blake Tyler Orth  Mathematics
Adam Taylor Palisi  Economics with Finance Applications
Michelle Anne Pillers  Chemistry
Yvonne Louise Pitts  Sociology
Luciana Panayiota Prifti  Mathematics
Patrick John Probst  Biological Sciences
Chevar Josef Pryce, Jr.  Economics with Finance Applications
Jose Roberto Quiroz Mata  Economics with Finance Applications
Christopher David Randall  Economics with Finance Applications
Jordan Lynn Reiss  Economics with Finance Applications
Cassandra Marie Revella  Anthropology
Charlotte Weatherford Rhodes  Economics
Cody Matthew Revella  Economics with Finance Applications
Karen Alejandro Rico  Mathematics
Keith W. Robinson, Jr.  Economics with Finance Applications
Steven Douglas Robinson  Economics with Finance Applications
Taylor Ryan Rodriguez  Economics with Finance Applications
Cynthia M. Rollins  Mathematics; Physics
Benjamin Romo  Mathematics
Vincent Jack Rossi  Economics with Finance Applications
Ryan Michael Rostenkowski  Economics with Finance Applications
Ivan Rossenov Roussev  Economics with Finance Applications
Derek Steven Sabin  Economics with Finance Applications
Travis Lockhart Sandy  Mathematics
Jean Margaret Sexton  Mathematics
Caroline Graham Sieber  Economics with Finance Applications
Alejandro A. Somoza  Economics with Finance Applications
Jennifer Jamie Spivack  Mathematics
Dennis Nichols Stanley  Mathematics
Jacob David Stieb  Mathematics
John Nicolas Stirling  Economics with Finance Applications
Ernest W. Sutton  Mathematics
Khurram Mohammed Taufiq  Mathematics
Nichole Ann Tayeh  Biological Sciences
Kellie Ramona Teague  Chemistry
Brian Joseph Tenner  Biochemistry; Mathematics
Bryce Daniel Thaeler  Geology
Bradford John Theodoroff  Economics with Finance Applications
Bianca Isis Trejo  Mathematics
Everett Michael Tremblay  Economics with Finance Applications
Bryan Jospeh Valenti  Sociology
Varun Narain Wadhwa  Economics with Finance Applications
Marie-Antoinette Ware  Mathematics
Megan Clark Welch  Mathematics
Christopher Lee Wilson  Sociology  
Ryan D. Wolfe  Economics with Finance Applications  
Stacey Christine Yocum  Economics with Finance Applications  
Albert Young  Mathematics  
Santiago Zepeda  Economics with Finance Applications  

Laura Kay Hoyle  
Duane Boyd Schroeder  
Kay Lynn Stacks  

Cary Eric Fogus  
Bridget Suzanne Ramsey  
Emily Wood  

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS  

Dina Mohamed Abdelrazik  Advertising  
Victoria Shapirai Ahmadi  Journalism  
Elisabeth Katherine Archer  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs  
Emily Anne Austin  Advertising  
Seashols Elizabeth Barnes  Advertising  
Yolonda Nicole Battle  Journalism  
Madison Knight Baxter  Advertising  
Bridget Rae Bennett  Advertising; Journalism  
Natalie Elizabeth Blankenship  Journalism  
Natalie Anne Boerder  Art History; Film and Media Arts  
Rachael Isabel Borne  Journalism  
Corey Ann Bray  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs  
Phillip Louis Brito  Advertising  
Stephanie Christine Brown  Advertising; Journalism  
Katherine Marie Bruce  Journalism  
Chelsea Camille Cain  Advertising  
Samantha Louise Cangelosi  Journalism  
Sara Alison Carabasi  Journalism  
Meredith Lynne Carlton  Advertising; Journalism  
Rosalee Chan  Film and Media Arts  
Genevieve Elizabeth Choate  Advertising  
Graham Louis Clark  Film and Media Arts  
Julie Elizabeth Collins  Advertising  
Stephanie Patricia Collins  Journalism  
Lauren Witmer Cook  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs  
Lonnie Allen Cook  Music  
Bianca Ariel Cortez  Film and Media Arts  
Jennifer Bernice Crawford  Advertising  
William Mobley Crouse  Film and Media Arts  
Scott Forster Daulton  Advertising  

Morgan Davidson  Art History  
Tracy Marie Diers  Advertising  
Annie Clara Dow  Art History  
Madison Rae Eberenz  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs  
Yvette Elida Ellis  Music  
Kate Elizabeth Elpers  Advertising  
Sarah Elizabeth Escherich  Advertising  
Alfredo Adrian Escobar  Film and Media Arts  
Alyssa Ann Evans  Film and Media Arts  
Adrienne Claire Ewert  Advertising  
Stevie Rae Farrell  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs  
Daniela Soña Field  Advertising  
Claire Elizabeth Fitzpatrick  Advertising  
Kenna Jordan Foltz  Advertising  
Caroline Ruhlin Foster  Journalism  
Caroline McClain Fuller  Art  
Emily Kathleen Gardner  Art  
Meghan Elizabeth Garlich  Journalism  
Ariana Nicole Garza  Journalism  
Haley Olivia Hope Gatewood  Advertising  
Sarah Beth Gelber  Advertising  
Alexandra Corinne Grace  Art History  
Lauren Elizabeth Gray  Film and Media Arts  
Valerie Michelle Grossman  Advertising  
Vito Salvatore Gutilla  Music  
Eve Madeline Hay  Advertising  
Curry Marie Heard  Advertising  
Blaize Caprice Heil  Advertising  
Derek Kristopher Hubbard  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs  
Mary Kathryn Virginia Ifert  Advertising  
Jordan Hillary Jennings  Journalism  
Andrea Christine Jensen  Advertising  
Jena Nicole Jessen  Advertising  

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF HUMANITIES  
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SOCIAL SCIENCES  

MAY COMMENCEMENT CONVOCATION 2012
John Paul Green  Theatre  
Lydia Grace Kapp  Theatre  
John Dana Kenning  Theatre  
Aneesha Kudtarkar  Theatre  
Katrina Marie Kutsch  Dance Performance  
Emilee Payton Kyle  Theatre  
Oscar Alexander Mejia  Art  
Elizabeth Ann Miller  Theatre  
John Arthur Mingle IV  Dance Performance  
Grace Cathryn Mix  Theatre  
Jason Patrick Moody  Dance Performance  
Victoria Rachel Nassif  Theatre  
Katherine Rose Peacock  Art  
William Franklin Pressly, Jr.  Dance Performance  
David Gregory Price  Theatre  
Donald Glenn Repsher  Theatre  
Megan Kyra Sockwell  Dance Performance  
Lindsay Abigail Sockwell  Dance Performance  
Danielle Nicole Stinger  Dance Performance  
Alia Tavakolian  Theatre  
Piper Leigh Werle  Theatre  
Jamal Kamau White  Dance Performance  
Marika Nicole Wynne  Dance Performance  

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Charlotte Kirsten Andersson  Music Education  
Elliott Michael Andreas  Music Education  
Glenn Thomas Ayars  Voice Performance  
Salomón Daniel Bautista  Music Composition  
Jordan Page Bonner  Voice Performance  
Grant Allen Carpenter  Voice Performance  
Grace Chung  Piano Performance  
Joshua Lynn Cote  French Horn Performance  
Jaco Cronje  Violin Performance  
Cecilia Marina Daskas  Piano Performance  
Jessica Bresanne Dignum  Music Education; Voice Performance  
José Ramón González  Flute Performance; Music Education  
Chelsea Nicole Handley  Oboe Performance  
Joseph Scott Holt  Voice Performance  
Holly Elizabeth Owen  Music Education  
Steven Douglas Robinson  Voice Performance  
Aaron James Rose  Viola Performance  
John David Scary  Bassoon Performance  
Rochelle Catherine Sloan  Music Education  
Amanda Elaine Snider  Music Education  
Mary Anne Thompson  Music Education  
Kathryn Sonam Vinod  Flute Performance  
Fang Rong Wang  Violin Performance  

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Megan Patricia Acosta  Management  
Kelsey Meredith Adams  Marketing  
Sanjiv Singh Ahluwalia  Finance  
Audrey Elizabeth Akers  Marketing  
Noelle Marissa Alberto  Accounting  
Ryan Nicholas Allison  Marketing  
Julie Nicole Amundson  Accounting  
Charles Stephen Anderson  Finance  
Jaclyn Welty Anderson  Accounting  
Brelan Angel  Management  
Kelly Eileen Anthony  Risk Management & Insurance  
Stephanie Fernanda Aranda  Accounting  
Gerardo Armendariz  Finance  
Hannah Minet Ashenfelder  Accounting  
William Philip Asmundson  Finance  
Charles Michael Averett II  Finance  
Emmanuel A. Ayala  Finance  
Donald B. Ayres IV  Real Estate Finance  
Or Zvi Barnea  Accounting  
Madina Astou Barry  Accounting  
Emily Lippincott Bates  Finance  
Aidin Belganeh  Marketing  
Connor Wilcox Bell  Marketing  
Carolyn Bekins Bender  Accounting  
Marissa Laurel Berenson  Accounting  
Jourdan Michelle Bishop  Marketing  
Andrew Ryan Bogage  Marketing  
Michael Patrick Bollinger  Finance  
Henry Edward Rose III  Finance  
Adriane Michelle Bradway  Accounting  
Jeffrey Robert Brashares II  Finance  
Catherine Anne Breax  Management  
Katharine Elizabeth Broderick  Marketing  
Courtney Dana Broms  Marketing  
Cooper Johnson Brown  Marketing  
Nicholas Lee Brown  Financial Consulting  
Russell Price Bruno  Finance  
Spencer Margaret Budde  Finance  
Trigg Watson Burrag  Management  
Mark Dwain Butler, Jr.  Finance  
Joshua John Caltrider  Financial Consulting  
Carmine John Camatero II  Finance  
Kyle Davis Campbell  Real Estate Finance  
Natasha Juliana Cannon  Management  
Jason Austin Carlson  Finance  
Alexander Stephen Carter  Management  
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travis Allen Kirkley</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Michael Klein</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlee Janice Klein</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constance May Kleinert</td>
<td>Financial Consulting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Christopher Klosinski</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August Reed Knape</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisabeth Ashley Knutzen</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Marie Kragnen</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colby Jorgene Kruger</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Barnard Kupchynsky</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ekaterina Kuznetsova</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Christine LaRose</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April Lizabeth Lake</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson Matthews Landen</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Ross Larrabee</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hon Kit Lau</td>
<td>Financial Consulting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gi Hyug Lee</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han Jun Lee</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinwoo Lee</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Alicia Lemon</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce Andrew Lewis</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soo Youn Lim</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie Jennifer Lindemuth</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Cole Loftin</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Luo</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan James Maag</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carson Leigh Magruder</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raunak Maheshwari</td>
<td>Financial Consulting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Christopher Mailool</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren M. Malone</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Robert Manthey</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Martinez</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Gates Maus</td>
<td>Risk Management &amp; Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Grey McDowell</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Robert McGlashan</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Scott McKelvey</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason L. McMinn</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Lee McVicker</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Stephen Meek III</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chance Ernest Meeks</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher M. Meyers</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layne Marie Meyers</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Lynn Meza</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chase Richard Michalek</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Craig Milewski</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reid Nathaniel Miller</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Austin Mills</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Nicole Minter</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Cristina Moderow</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Joseph Mojica</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Clay Money</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyungmin Moon</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Marie Moore</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Moran-Sendra</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Patrick Morley</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Murphy Moynahan</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Nadia Mufarrige</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Pablo Muro</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Harris Nash</td>
<td>Real Estate Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Stuart Nelson</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randall Gregory Nelson</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Neman</td>
<td>Real Estate Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christelle Nguyen</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viet D. Nguyen</td>
<td>Risk Management &amp; Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewart Westcott Norwood</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolette Michele Null</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Lucille Oas</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Deanne Odeh</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Marie Oman</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Tyler Orth</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorenzo Benjamin Ortiz Cantu</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina Maria Oteiza Diaz</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Christopher Charles Overstreet</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory A. Owen</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen John Pabody</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Taylor Palisi</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle A. Park</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer L. Parker</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anand Vallabh Patel</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Robbins Peck III</td>
<td>Real Estate Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Andrew Petersen</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Joseph Peterson</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Ralph Pinchev</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline N. Pinkston</td>
<td>Real Estate Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Elizabeth Pollock</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Regina Popovic</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham Davis Powell</td>
<td>Real Estate Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Lawrence Poyer</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Priya Prasad</td>
<td>Risk Management &amp; Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Brooks Price II</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Matthew Pruitt</td>
<td>Real Estate Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Maxwell Ramey</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maira Ramirez</td>
<td>Real Estate Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Thomas Randall</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takiyah Janel Rashid</td>
<td>Financial Consulting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Katherine Rathmell</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomas Rebollo Lopez</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Barbara Reckell</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Lynn Reiss</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce David Reno</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Michael Reynolds</td>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Matthew Richards</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Kathleen Richardson</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaqueline Marie Rivas</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo Ann Robyn</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolas Rocha Jaje</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alejandro Rodriguez</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dari Rom</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shani Rom</td>
<td>Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kari Sharee Rood</td>
<td>Financial Consulting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Noelle Rossi</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
Michael Ryan Brown  Computer Science
Alexander Todd Parrish  Computer Science

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Javier Abonza  Management Science
Benjamin Andrew Allen  Computer Science
Clayton Robert Anderson  Computer Science
Daniel Alberto Ayala  Management Science
Emmanuel A. Ayala  Management Science
Brianna Marie Bauer  Management Science
Mica Rasche Beckmann  Management Science
Norman Belza  Computer Science
Rodrigo Javier Cantu Cavada  Management Science
Alexandra Caitlyn Carr  Management Science
Stephanie Paige Curry  Management Science
Dennis Dean Davison II  Computer Science
Lena Derisavifard  Management Science
Chance Anthony Dyson  Computer Science
Paul Anthony Francis, Jr.  Computer Science
Joseph R. Gaasbeck  Management Science
Ethan Georges Gill  Computer Science
Alexander Richard Gras  Management Science
John David Harris  Management Science
Austin Bradley Hodges  Computer Science
Vladimir Jovanovic  Computer Science
Erick Ivan Kafie Simon  Management Science
Christopher Allen Keller  Computer Science
Benjamin Henry Klingler  Computer Science
Roger Stephen Meck III  Management Science
Trenton Neal Westleigh Moore  Computer Science
Rawadeep Nepal  Management Science
Jason Christopher Omahen  Computer Science
Blake Tyler Orth  Management Science
Jared Paxton Otten  Computer Science
Clay Kenneth Patterson  Management Science
Jennifer Rose Reed  Management Science
Marjose Y. Rincon Cardoza  Management Science
Giovanni Rios  Management Science
Alexandra Teresa Ruzo  Management Science
Claudia Roxana Sandoval  Management Science
Sean Robert Tabbert  Computer Science
Gianmarco Coletti Titolo  Management Science
Kourtney Alyssa Traina  Management Science
Rafael Elias Virzi Salerno  Management Science
Christopher Paul White  Computer Science
Albert Young  Management Science

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Cory Maynard Chaplin
Jeffrey Lynn Hammett
Courtney Lynn Kelly
Melinda Lois Mason
Karen Alejandra Rico
Courtney Aldyth Webb

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Joshua Marc DeVinney
Yogesh Indravadan Patel
Robert William Syer
Victor Tapia

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Ali Ansari
Kaenat Sarah Anwar
Simin Bina
Richard Alexander Lars Cornelius
Brian Thomas Crouch
Richard Patrick Dale
Joseph Daniel Esau
Melanie Elizabeth Evans
Alexander Rakesh Gupta
Charles Samuel Hooper Haley
Roderick Bruce Meikle
Nicole Danielle Navinsky
Jessica Cristian Neel
James Andrew Petersen
Cynthia M. Rollins
Danielle Nicole Stinger
Corbin Scot Swagerty

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Ingrid Castillo
Patricia Elise Coogan
Mary Catherine Corey
Claude Jacques Guinchard III
Kenneth Marvin Hamilton II
Amy Marie Heldenbrand
Henry Wilson Maclin IV
Saskia Aurora Routs
John Hynes Selby
Daniel Jay Shnider
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Stephen Tyler Armstrong
Michael Alexander Byrge
Hayden Andrew Craig
Erin Amanda Culver
Jose Aquiles Elizondo Canales
Morgan Christine Evans
Ross Everett Hill
Matthew William Judd
Andrew Jeremy Laviage
Daniel Alejandro Lopez
Khanh Ngoc Luong
Trevor Andrew Martin
Joseph William McCormack
Jared Michael Miller
Andrew John Nelson
Andrés Ortiz
Alexander Waid Paine
Walker McCurdy Pride
John Christopher Reck
Matt Eric Saari
Thomas Matthew Sterritt
Chase Allen Stevens
Byron Alexander Stickney
Jacob David Stieb
Sawyer David Stone
Ernest W. Sutton
Seth M. Thomas
Kyle Patrick Trobough
Tyler Robert Vaughan
Marie-Antoinette Ware
Megan Clark Welch

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION & HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Ayokunmi Christopher Banjo  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Kelli L. Becerra  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Phillip Louis Brito  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Ariel Jewel Comeau  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Alexandra Rae Dreyer  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Carlin Elizabeth Matlock Gibbs  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Kelly Suzanne Heafy  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Kathleen M. Hoogland  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Stephanie Hwang  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Lucy Lloyd Needham  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Robert Omwando Nyakundi  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Mallory Marie Olson  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Jordyn Nicole Pettersen  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Robert Christopher Phelps  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Jessalyn Joy Phillips  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Marc Douglas Sambol  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Dorian Tyne Shockley  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
Megan Kyra Southcott  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
RaeAsherEL Toussaint  Applied Physiology and Sport Management
MAY TERM 2012

CANDIDATES PARTICIPATING IN MAY

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COUNSELING
Elizabeth Stetson Allen
Crystal Rose Arriola
Jessica Lauren Bair
Yolanda M. Barnett
Lauren Lynn Dunlap
Chris Dee Ford
Taylor McKenzie Freeman
Shelly Elizabeth Gloyna
Joselyn Rachelle Gonzalez

Ashli Jillian Herman
Lacie Jo Hamilton
Ashli Jillian Herman
Lauren Ainsley Hosek
Christine Yvonne Jeffries
Nichole Marie Lecznar
Ruth Smitha Moses
Laura Elizabeth Faith Oei
Laura Louise Sparkman

The May portion of the program contains the names of candidates for degrees and honors. Inclusion in the program does not constitute evidence of completion of degrees or honors requirements.
AUGUST 2012

CANDIDATES PARTICIPATING IN MAY

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

DEGREE OF MASTER OF DIVINITY
Ellen P. Dittman
Sarah Vance Goodman
Jacob Kiogora Keega
Staci Lorraine Stewart-Brian

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

DOCTOR OF THE SCIENCE OF LAW
Yuthana Srisavat

MASTER OF LAWS COMPARATIVE & INTERNATIONAL LAW
Ahmed Aboemarah
Abdulrahman Khalid Alabdulkarim
Abdulmajeced Abdallah Albatı
Mohammed Ibrahim Aldowish
Turki Khalaf Alduhayman
Sharif Alghamdi
Mubarak Al-Hajri
Abdullah Mohammed Alhudaithi
Waleed Saleh Alkhaldi
Mesha Sulaiman Alkhodairy
Hamad Rashed Almuslém
Mohammad Mutrek Alqathani
Bader Nasser Alrasheéd

MASTER OF LAWS TAXATION
Shannon Esperti
Jamie Katzen

JURIS DOCTOR
Kelly M. Barry
Peter Lawrence Dale
Mark Edward Edinburgh
Brett Ashley Lomax
Chibundu Nnake
Eric William Palfreyman
Anne Marie Turner
Jeremy Britton Whitbeck
Robert Evatt Lee Wilson

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
Virginia Malloy Curry  Art History
Valeria Alejandra Espitia Ducoing  Art History
Landon Paige Viney  Art History

DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC
Benjamin Budish  Music History & Literature; Trumpet Performance
Dameron Ivan Growe  Voice Performance
Emily Denise May  Music Education
IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Ashley Martin *Information and Operations; Strategy & Entrepreneurship*
Kyle Schmidt *Finance*

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
Derek Wesley Harwood
Billy Robert Machina
Christopher Ryan Moczygemba

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
Fahad Mabark Yeer *Telecommunications*

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Roderick Bruce Meikle

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Yousef Sulaiman Albader
Munier Fahad Zainy motwkel

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Shanshan Su
Annie Hanneneh Vahedipour Tabrizi
Dustyn Jared Womack

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION
Blair Brazelton Boghetich
Kelly Matula Dickerson
Anne Dill Maitland
Sarah Jean Parker
Rebecca Louise Reid
Carrie Lyn Roach

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LIBERAL STUDIES
Tracy Lee Cobb
Claire Cotton
Mary Evelyn Daughety *Human Rights & Social Justice*
Allison Taylor Dewan
Pedro Gonzalez *Human Rights & Social Justice*
Winifred H. Hinson *Human Rights & Social Justice*
Mara Webster *American Studies; Human Rights & Social Justice*
Lauren Zielinski

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COUNSELING
Mary Grace Delatour
Laura Ann Elpers
Caroline Gage Horner
Rhonesia Sade Johnson
Léza Kazemi-mohammadi
Stephanie F. McGary
Sabrina Camille Riggs
Daley Christine Turet
Renee Zibari
IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
Samira I. Abderahman  International Studies
Oliver John Allnatt  History
Gerardo Almazo  International Studies
Audra Elizabeth Ames  Psychology
Holly Bock  History
Brittany Megan Bogard  Psychology
Bennett Edwards Byrd  Economics
Caitlin Mary Crowley  English with Creative Writing Specialization
Andrea Lauren Hewitt Davies  Anthropology
Breanna Marie Diaz  Political Science
Jamie Leanne Giamello  English with Creative Writing Specialization
Megan Goldschmidt  History
Ellen C. Green  Psychology; Sociology
Richard Calvin Green III  History
Cameron Cresap Helm  History
Maria Jose Hernandez Hernandez  Markets and Cultures
Tiffany Jetai Hoffman  Economics
Yousuf Hussaini  Philosophy
Upama Kadel  Biological Sciences
Ian Christopher Kalis  Sociology
Samantha M. Mahnesmith  English
Ian Douglas McKeige  Philosophy
Charley Ann Morgan  Psychology
Rebecca Ann Musgrove  English

Jessica Alyse Oliver  Economics
David Paul Pruitt  History
Jasmine Annette Smith  Psychology
Jason Richard South  Philosophy
Bradley J. Stephenson  Economics
Ana Tricio Sesma  Psychology
Megan Charlton Turney  Anthropology; Psychology
Zachary Clay Watson  Philosophy

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jessica Ann Barner  Anthropology
Alejandro Colindres  Economics with Finance Applications
Hillary K. Fort  Geology
Aisha Javed  Economics with Finance Applications
Upama Kadel  Biology
Robert Timberlake Lambeth  Economics with Finance Applications
George Frederick Mead Merck  Economics with Finance Applications
Katherine Elizabeth Olear  Mathematics
Jason Richard South  Mathematics; Physics
Stephanie Teague  Anthropology
Carl August Thumm  Economics with Finance Applications
Duyen Thai My Tran  Economics with Finance Applications

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
Wendy Melissa Blackburn  Advertising
Melissa Elizabeth Brown  Film and Media Arts
Irene Maria Coto Osorio  Advertising
Andrea Lauren Hewitt Davies  Art
Isabella Cristina Fard  Art History
Anna McKell Favorot  Advertising
Alissa Kathleen Fitzpatrick  Journalism
Lemuel Sean Frazier, Jr.  Advertising
Crystal Dawn Glenn  Art History
Julie Ann Heidt  Corporate Communications & Public Affairs
Jack Patrick Hurley  Film and Media Arts
LaKeisha Renee James  Journalism
Nikki Jo Juraszek  Advertising
Marguerite Cremin Kleinheinz  Art History
Regina Lilian Lastra  Advertising

Logan Jennifer May  Journalism
Sara Malory Nimeh  Film and Media Arts
Dana Marie Powell  Advertising
Chelsey Anne Rothe  Advertising
Katlin Marie Smith  Journalism
Jordan Robert Vinson Spencer  Advertising
Tierney Gayle Thomas  Art History
Caroline Erin Wells  Advertising

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Wendy Melissa Blackburn  Theatre
Kelly Marie Coppock  Art
Albert Levi Drake III  Dance Performance
Isaac Andrew McGinley  Theatre
IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Mark Alec Agnew  Accountancy
Troy M. Alexander  Accounting
Andrew Edward Berman  Finance
Joshua Thomas Berman  Finance
Phoebe Claire Berndt  Accounting
Paul W. B. Boynton  Marketing
Sarah Renea Bryan  Accounting
Andres Jose Castella  Finance
Christopher Michael Corbeille  Accounting
James Alexander Cummins III  Real Estate Finance
Evan Jordan Frey  Business
Yangxi Fu  Accounting
Charles Patrick Gallagher  Finance
Roberto Garcia  Accounting
John Sanford Gates III  Finance
Margery Elizabeth Harper  Accounting
Jennifer Colleen Hudson  Accounting
Anum A. Jangda  Accounting
Andrew Winter Jopling  Accounting
Ali M. Lakhani  Finance
Raquel R. Machado  Accounting
Meagan Anne McCormack  Management
Craig Jaron Menezes Sachdev  Marketing
Tyler Robert Murray  Real Estate Finance
Jacqueline Negrete  Risk Management
Sara Malory Nimeh  Accounting
Andrew Elsworth Oesterling  Accounting
Narayan Bipin Patel  Finance
Peter Sy Pham  Finance
Dana Marie Powell  Accounting
Bailey Greyson Reed  Accounting
Zia Zelda Reeves  Finance
Erica Elizabeth Rossi  Accounting
Charles Victor Serafino  Financial Consulting
Jay Nathaniel Yoon  Finance

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Alexander Taylor Halldin  Computer Science
Harrison Bradley Jackson  Computer Science
Major Michael Lewis  Management Science
James Hayes McWilliams  Management Science
Michael Harrison Moore  Management Science
Hanh Hieu Nguyen  Management Science
Jeffrey L. Swafford  Management Science

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Nathan Edwards Daniel
Riley Walker Moore
Ashley Brooke Wright

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Theodor Charles Russell
IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Lee M. Butts III  Applied Physiology & Sports Management
Jordan T. Free  Applied Physiology & Sports Management
Tiffany Jetai Hoffman  Applied Physiology & Sports Management
Margus Hunt  Applied Physiology & Sports Management
LaKeisha Renee James  Applied Physiology & Sports Management
Monika Korra  Applied Physiology & Sports Management
Blake Ericson McJunkin  Applied Physiology & Sports Management
In 1911, a Methodist education commission made a commitment to establish a major Methodist university in Texas. More than 600 acres of open prairie and $300,000 pledged by a group of Dallas citizens secured the university for Dallas, and it was chartered as Southern Methodist University. In appreciation of the city’s support, the first building to be constructed on the campus was named Dallas Hall. It remains the centerpiece and symbol of SMU. When the University opened in 1915, it consisted of two buildings, 706 students, a 35-member faculty, and total assets of $656,540. The original schools of SMU were the College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Theology and the School of Music.

SMU is owned by the South Central Jurisdiction of the United Methodist Church. The first charge of its founders, however, was that it become a great university, not necessarily a great Methodist university. From its founding, SMU has been nonsectarian in its teaching and committed to the values of academic freedom and open inquiry.

Today, Southern Methodist University offers a comprehensive curriculum through Dedman College – the college of humanities and sciences – and six schools: Meadows School of the Arts, Edwin L. Cox School of Business, Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering, Perkins School of Theology, Dedman School of Law and Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development.

The University offers over 110 undergraduate majors, Master’s degrees in over 120 areas, Ph.D. degrees in 28 fields and over 70 certificate programs. Enrollment for the Spring 2012 term was 10,537, including 5,928 undergraduate students and 4,609 graduate students. SMU students come from all 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and 89 countries. About 80 percent of first-year students received some form of financial assistance for Spring 2012. About 25 percent of the student body are minorities; 73 percent of undergraduates and 55 percent of graduate students report religious affiliation: 16 percent are Roman Catholic and 11 percent are Methodist. Also represented in the student body are other Protestant denominations and other religions, including Judaism, Buddhism, Islam and Hindu.

In addition to preparing students for graduate and professional schools, or more directly for their life’s work, the University strives to enhance their social, moral, intellectual and religious development so that they may lead worthy lives as individuals and citizens of the nation and of the world.
THE HISTORY OF ACADEMIC PROCESSION AND REGALIA

The academic procession and the regalia worn by the faculty and officers of the University symbolically represent the continuing link between the modern American university and the founding of the great medieval universities in Europe – chief among them Bologna, Paris and Oxford. As those institutions were derived from the Catholic Church, the universities adopted many of the ceremonial trappings of the church in their official public functions.

The mace of the University, a symbol of the authority vested in the president by the Board of Trustees and representing the covenant between the president and the faculty, is borne by the president of the Faculty Senate. Though the order of the procession varies from university to university, at SMU it proceeds from the Chief Marshal through the ranks of the faculty and the officers of the University to the president, who is preceded by the mace-bearer. The caps and gowns worn in the procession also vary from place to place. There are variations in design to indicate the degrees held by the wearers, and many universities in America have introduced colorful gowns and other distinguishing details (in place of the customary clerical black from which all originated). The caps, too, vary according to the customs of the university from which the wearer received a degree. While most American universities adopted the “mortarboard” style of Oxford, others have chosen styles based on other European institutions. The color of the tassel worn with the cap may be black for any degree, or the color may be that of the faculty of the major field of learning (e.g., Arts, Engineering, Law, etc.). Persons holding doctoral degrees and governing officials of institutions are entitled to wear tassels of gold metallic thread.

Within the great varieties of styles and colors in gowns and caps, there has been one universally accepted code for the hood worn trailing down the wearer’s back. Originally, it was like the hood on the habit worn by monks and very useful for protection against the weather and even for begging for alms. Nowadays, the hood through length and color shows the degree and the specialization of the wearer and the university that granted the degree.

Through these colorful ceremonies, SMU symbolically displays the continuity of its educational purposes with the origins of organized learning in the Western world.

Thomas R. Arp
Associate Professor Emeritus of English

Lorn L. Howard
Professor Emeritus of Electrical Engineering
Chief Marshal Emeritus

SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY’S REGALIA

Candidates for degrees at SMU are robed in regalia, specially designed to incorporate SMU’s colors and symbols. The Board of Trustees regalia is being inaugurated today.

The dark red Trustees gown includes one large velvet chevron on each of the bell sleeves. The gown is marked by velvet panels down the front, around the base and around the neck. The front panels are embroidered in gold thread with the SMU seal, and gold braid outlines the chevrons and panels. A Trustees hood with a squared bottom is attached to the gown. An eight-sided, crimson red velvet tam with a gold silk tassel completes the regalia.

The Doctoral gown in dark blue includes three velvet chevrons on each of the bell sleeves. The gown is marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck. The front panels are embroidered in gold thread with the SMU seal, and gold braid outlines the chevrons and panels. It is cut much fuller than the other gowns and may be ornamented in color. An eight-sided, crimson red velvet tam with a gold silk tassel completes the regalia.

The Master’s gown, also in dark blue, has a front yolk outlined in red braid and the SMU seal is embroidered in red on the left side. Like traditional Master’s robes, gowns are arranged so that the arm emerges from a long sleeve through a slit at the wrist. A mortarboard with a colored tassel representing the discipline in which the degree is earned is worn.
Doctoral and Master’s candidates wear hoods which are three and one-half feet, and four feet long, respectively. The velvet trimming in the same order is three and five inches wide. The color of the trim identifies the faculty. A partial list of faculty colors follows: Arts, Letters, Humanities – White; Music – Pink; Business – Drab; Philosophy – Dark Blue; Engineering – Orange; Science – Golden Yellow; Fine Arts – Brown; Theology – Scarlet; Law – Purple. The lining of the hood – the portion most visible from the rear – indicates the institution awarding the degree. SMU’s hood lining is blue with a red chevron.

The Bachelor gown in dark blue has the traditional characteristics of a Bachelor robe including full front pleats, and balanced fluting. Its distinguishing characteristic is the long pointed sleeves. A red silk stole embroidered in blue with the SMU seal is worn across the shoulders. Bachelor gowns are worn with a tassel and mortarboard. SMU’s regalia visually honor the University’s traditions and spirit which we celebrate this morning.

---

**PRESIDENTIAL COLLAR AND MEDALLION**

Chains of office, also known as collars, were used as badges of office in the Middle Ages. Today, they are custom designed metal necklaces worn by the president during academic ceremonies as part of his or her regalia.

The chain of office designed for the 10th President of Southern Methodist University, Dr. R. Gerald Turner, is made of bronze, a strong and durable metal. The medallion of the necklace is dominated by the University seal design just as the seal is the centerpiece in the floor of the Rotunda in Dallas Hall, SMU’s historic first building.

The seal is an appropriate choice for the design of the medallion because it represents the president’s responsibility to the sound education of each and every student at SMU. Each first-year and transfer student passes through Dallas Hall and views the University seal on their processional entry into the university at Opening Convocation. Upon graduation, students reverse the process during the Rotunda Recessional ceremony at the conclusion of the Baccalaureate Service during May Commencement weekend.

The bail, joining the medallion and the chain, represents the institution’s bond between the faculty and the student body. Equally, the 32-inch chain, a work of art where two ends are clasped together, represents the joining of the desire to teach and the eagerness to learn demonstrated by SMU’s faculty and students.
The University Mace

Staffs that call groups to order are as old as civilization itself. Today’s ceremonial maces descend particularly from medieval armor-piercing clubs topped by bludgeoning balls. These fierce weapons swiftly acquired symbolic meaning. By the fourteenth century, a mace, carried at the front of formal processions, required bystanders to note the authority and integrity of the event. In the sixteenth century, this formidable weapon lost its battle utility but took a symbolic turn: the spiked head evolved into a decorative orb. The European tradition by which universities presented maces on solemn occasions to signify their independence and protective power was adopted by their successors worldwide. The mace-bearer, a distinguished member of the institution at SMU, the president of the Faculty Senate leads formal ceremonies carrying this visible reminder of the university’s history and status.

The 22-pound mace currently in use at SMU is linked to the inauguration of President Willis Tate (1954-1972) and is now known as the Tate Mace. The 57-inch staff is topped by a 10½ inch orb that represents not only the university’s worldly authority but also echoes its distinctive neoclassical style. The orb is impressed with the seal of the university and encircled with SMU’s motto, *Veritas Liberabit Vos* (The Truth Shall Make You Free). Surmounting the orb is a cross vividly painted in SMU red, a reminder of SMU’s religious heritage.

The designer and manufacturer of the Tate Mace are unknown. The mace had become heavily worn from 50 years of use and handling, and in 2008 it was totally refurbished under the direction of Project Manager Fred Banes by SMU’s Office of Planning, Design and Construction.

*History based on citation prepared by Alvina Bonnie Wheeler, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English.*
The Howard Lantern is dedicated to Professor Lorn Lambier Howard, Chief Marshal Emeritus of SMU from 1978-1987, in honor of his role in shaping the traditions and protocol of SMU’s modern-day academic ceremonies. Designed in 2008 and crafted out of steel, aluminum and water glass, the lantern symbolizes the Rotunda of Dallas Hall, the University’s oldest building and centerpiece of our campus. Engraved around the base is the University’s motto, Veritas Liberabit Vos, which means “The Truth Shall Make You Free.” Around the top band are the words to Varsity, SMU’s alma mater. Each year during the May Baccalaureate Service this lantern is handed down by the Senior Class President to a representative of the Junior Class, a symbolic passing of the light that sustains our University. The Howard Lantern serves as a reminder of the important traditions which make up our corporate University life and of the light of learning and intellectual curiosity which shines within the students, faculty and staff here at SMU.

MORTAR BOARD

The SMU chapter of Mortar Board thanks you for purchasing flowers today to support its activities. Mortar Board is a national honor society of senior students recognized for the accomplishments of both academic excellence and service to the community. Proceeds from the flower sale will help enable students to conduct numerous service-oriented activities during the year. In addition to student and faculty recognition events, members plan to sponsor a book drive in keeping with the national theme “Reading is Leading.”
## SMU students winning national fellowships and awards, 2010-2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Award</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Gayer</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
<td>Truman Scholar 2011-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Maxey</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Goldwater Scholar 2010-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Deland</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>Goldwater Scholar 2011-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent Fischer</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Goldwater Scholar 2011-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Rispoli</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Goldwater Scholar Honorable Mention 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Steinmann-Hersmen</td>
<td>Mechanical Eng.</td>
<td>Fulbright Grant to Ecuador, 2012-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan B. Hinrichsen</td>
<td>Graduate Anthropology</td>
<td>Fulbright ETA to Cyprus, 2011-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Deland</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasia Mahdi</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Brooke Wright</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship (SURF) 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Hussceini</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Texas Space Grant STEM Award 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Reinitert</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlyn Emigh</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maribel Martinez</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belinda Gopito</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilal Fawaz</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Thanh Pham</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaenab Farzal</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>U.S. Department of State internship, spring 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zehra Farzal</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
<td>NASA USRP, Undergraduate Student Research Program 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saira Husain</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>Fellow to Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress 2012-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almorceen Hall</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
<td>Fellow to Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress 2011-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany L. Taylor</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Gilman Scholarship 2012 to Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Eaton</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
<td>Gilman Scholarship 2012 to United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilal Fawaz</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Gilman Scholarship 2011 to France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essete Workneh</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Gilman Scholarship 2011 to Morocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankita Krishnan</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Gilman Scholarship 2011 to China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Anthony</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>French Government Teaching Assistantship 2012-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Swick</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>French Government Teaching Assistantship 2012-2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Campos</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>French Government Teaching Assistantship 2011-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanaz Talaifar</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>French Government Teaching Assistantship 2011-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelley Diefenbach</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>French Government Teaching Assistantship 2011-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Pearson</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>French Government Teaching Assistantship 2011-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaa Al-Barghuthi</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>French Government Teaching Assistantship 2011-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Burgess</td>
<td>Music</td>
<td>French Government Teaching Assistantship 2011-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Manthey</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Princeton in Asia 2009-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maeva Skidmore</td>
<td>graduate Anthropology</td>
<td>Dumbarton Oaks Junior Fellow, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carla Mendiola</td>
<td>graduate History</td>
<td>Canada Government Doctoral Research Grant 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saira Husain</td>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>Laura Bush Traveling Fellowship, to Pakistan, 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The mission of SMU Engaged Learning is to provide an institutional framework for undergraduate students to complement their classroom education through engagement in research, service, internships and other activities with the people and organizations of the Dallas-Fort Worth community and beyond. For more information visit smu.edu/EngagedLearning.

Unbridled projects completed April 15, 2012

Michael McCarthy, candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Science, Statistical Science
Student Engagement Project: A Spinal Cord Injury Home Care Program Evaluation System - Implementation and Outcomes

Lindsay Sockwell, candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts, Dance Performance
Student Engagement Project: Music, Dance and the Zambian Orphan

Colby Kruger, candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Business Administration, Marketing
Student Engagement Project: What is Beauty? - Photography Workshop for Teenage Girls
THE DAY’S EVENTS

CARRILLON CONCERT

QUARTER PAST TWELVE IN THE AFTERNOON
Lorn L. Howard, Professor Emeritus of Engineering
Fondren Science Tower

DIPLOMA PRESENTATION CEREMONIES

Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

HALF PAST TWELVE IN THE AFTERNOON
Earth Sciences - McCord Auditorium, 306 Dallas Hall
Mathematics, Statistical Science, and Physics - Martha Proctor Mack Grand Ballroom, Umphrey Lee
Political Science, International Studies, Latin American Studies and Public Policy - Caruth Auditorium,
Owen Fine Arts Center
*Requires guest tickets*
Sociology and Markets & Culture - Hughes-Trigg Ballroom

ONE IN THE AFTERNOON
Bio-Chemistry and Chemistry - Hughes-Trigg Theater
History and Ethnic Studies - Outdoors, Lawn of Dallas Hall

HALF PAST ONE IN THE AFTERNOON
English - Martha Proctor Mack Grand Ballroom, Umphrey Lee

TWO IN THE AFTERNOON
Philosophy - McCord Auditorium, 306 Dallas Hall

HALF PAST TWO IN THE AFTERNOON
Psychology - Hughes-Trigg Ballroom
*Requires guest tickets*
World Languages and Literatures - Caruth Auditorium, Owen Fine Arts Center

THREE IN THE AFTERNOON
Biology - Hughes-Trigg Theatre

HALF PAST THREE IN THE AFTERNOON
Anthropology - Martha Proctor Mack Grand Ballroom, Umphrey Lee
Religious Studies - McCord Auditorium, 306 Dallas Hall

FOUR IN THE AFTERNOON
Economics - McFarlin Auditorium, 306 Dallas Hall
Medieval Studies - Bridwell Library

A reception for all Dedman College candidates and guests will be held in the Dallas Hall Rotunda from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m.
Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education & Human Development

HALF PAST TWELVE IN THE AFTERNOON
Highland Park United Methodist Church, Wesley Hall
*Requires guest tickets*

A reception follows immediately in Annette Caldwell Simmons Hall Atrium

Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

HALF PAST ONE IN THE AFTERNOON
McFarlin Memorial Auditorium

A reception will be held at 3:30 p.m. in the First Floor Mabee Foundation Foyer of Caruth Hall

Edwin L. Cox School of Business

HALF PAST ONE IN THE AFTERNOON
Undergraduate Ceremony, Moody Coliseum

A reception follows immediately in the courtyard of the Cox School of Business

HALF PAST THREE IN THE AFTERNOON
Graduate Ceremony, Moody Coliseum

A reception follows immediately in the Collins Center

Perkins School of Theology

TWO IN THE AFTERNOON
Highland Park United Methodist Church

A reception follows immediately in the Great Hall of Prothro Hall

Dedman School of Law Hooding Ceremony

HALF PAST SIX IN THE EVENING
Law School Quadrangle - Outside

A reception follows immediately in the Karcher Auditorium of Storey Hall

Meadows School of the Arts

HALF PAST SIX IN THE EVENING
In front of Owen Arts Center - Outside

A reception begins at 4:00 p.m. in Greer Garson Theatre
THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER

Oh, say can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

VARSITY

Oh we see the Varsity,
Varsity, Varsity,
As she towers o’er the hill
Over there.
And our hearts are filled with joy,
SMU, SMU,
Alma Mater, we’ll be true
Forever!